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For model evaluation purposes, a large constitutive data base was generated for a
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.. and nOnproportional loading over a wide range of strain rates and temperatures. Systematic •
approaches for evaluating material constants from a small subset of the data base were
developeo. Correlations oi the untaxial and biaxial test data with the theories of Bodner-
Partom ano Walker were performed to establish the accuracy, range of applicabllity,and +_,..;
mtegra_ility of the models. Both models were implemented in the MARC finite element
computer code and used for TMF analyses. Benchmark notch round experiments were conducted
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' The results of this prcgram provide strong evidence for the applicability of the unified
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can be considered to be predictive in that the functional representations and the material
constants were obtained from a smell subset of the total tests performed. The practical
application of the unified models depends on their adaptability in efficient computational
algorithms when incorporated into finite element methods for structural analysis.
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PREFACE
This SecondAnnualStatusReportcoversthe effortof the base program
on the NASA HOST program titled "Constitutive Modeling for Isotropic Mate-
rials" conducted under Contract NAS3-23925. The NASAprogram manager for this
project is Mr. Albert Kaufman. The program manager at SouthwestResearch
Instituteis Dr. Ulric Lindholm. Contributorsto this report are Dr. Kwai !
Chan and Mr. Andrew Nagy of SwRI, Messrs.Brice Cassentiand R. M. Weber of i
Pratt & Whitney Aircraft,and Dr. Kevin Walker and Prof. Sol R. Bodner,
consultants, i
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,! 1.0 INTRODUCTION
/
The objective of the present program is to develop a unified constitu-
i rive model for finite-element structural analysis of turbine engine hot sec-
i tion components. This effort constitutes a different approach for non-linear
! finite-element computer codes which have heretofore been based on classical!
i inelastic methods. The unified constitutive theory to be developed w_ll avoid
the simplifying assumptions of classical theory and should _ore accurately re-
I
present the behavior of superalloy materials tmder cyclic loading conditions
and hlgh temperature environments. This class of constitutive theory is char-i
acterized by the use of kinetic equations and internal variables with ap_ro-
:$ priate evolution equations for treating all aspects of inelastic deformation
I incl:Jdingplasticity, creep and stress relaxa*ion. Model development is
directed toward isotropic, cast nickel-base alloys used for air-cooled turbine
blades and vanes. Recent studies have shown that this approach is oarticular-
ly suited for determining the cyclic behavior of superalloy type blade and
i
vane materials and is entirely compatible with three dimensional inelastic
finite-element formulations. More efficient and accurate inelastic analysis
of hot section components--turbine blades, turbine vanes, combustor liners and
seals--fabricatedfrom "age hardenable" isotropic superalloy materials will be
realized as the result of these developments.
The program is being conducted in two phases. A basic program (Tasks
A through I) and an optional follow-on program (Tasks J through M). In the
basic program of twenty-six months' duration, a unified constitutive model
: will be developed for the prediction of the structural response of isotropic
t
i materials for temperatures and strain range cnaracterlstlcs of cooled turbine
I
I
I "L
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vanes in advanced gas turbine engines (Task A_. A data base of uniaxia] and
multiaxia] material properties required for the constitutive mudel development
will be obtained for the base material (Tasks C and E). The constitutive
mode_ will then be incorporated into a finite-element computer code (Task D).
An evaluation will be made of the capability of the analytical method to pre-
dict the structural response for multiaxia] stress states (Task E) an_ noniso-
thermal conditions by conducting thermomechanica] loading and benchmark notch
verification experiments and analysis (Task F). As a final evaluation of the
analytica] model, a structural analysis will be performed for a hot section
component fabricated from the base material for simulated engine opereting
conditions (Task G). In the optional program, material property test proce-
dures will be further developed to minimize the amount of testing required,
and to study the possibility for estimating the material model constants from
conventional property data (Task J). Further development of the model will be
undertaken to consider thermal history effects and to correct any deficiencies
indicated in the model or the computational algorithms in the code (Task K).
In addition, the constitutive model development will be verified for an alter-
nate material (Task L). ,_
The work under this program is being conducted as a joint effort be-
tween Pratt & Whitney Aircraft (PWA) and Southwest Research Institute (SwRI)
with technical assistance from Prof. Sol R. Bodner and Dr. Kevin Walker in the
_rea of constitutive model development. The work and data base generated is
being coordinated closely with another NASA funded HOST program at PWA (NAS3-
l 23288) to develop advanced life prediction techniques for isotropic superalloy
vane and blade materials.
J
( 2 _*i.
I
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Ii This reportdocumentsthe effortsin the base program (TaskA through
I). Althougheffortsin certaintasks were completedand reportedlastyear
[1],some of those resultswill also be includedin this report for the sake
of clarityand completeness.
I
..... 3
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i
?.0 NATERIAL ANDCONSTITUTIVE MODELSSELECTION
2.1 Materlal Selectlon
The model material selected for study in the base program is B1900+Hf
and MAR-M247 has been chosen for the optional tasks. Both materials are ex-
tensively utilized in the gas turbine industry and considerable benefit will
derive from their characterization. A major factor in the selection of
BI9OO+Hf is the availability of cyclic and monotonic constitutive data from a
concurrent NASA HOST program, NAS3-23288, conducted by PWA to develop life
prediction analysis methodology for isotropic blades and vanes. Selection of
the same material, material processing, and specimen configurations in both
efforts significantly enhances the data base available for life predlction and
constitutive model development.
The B1900+Hf material was part of a single heat, designated W-0098,
obtained from Certified Alloy Products Inc., Long Beach, California. The t
chemical composition of this heat is compared to nominal specification in
Table 2.1. Casting configurations, pour and mold temperatures for the
BIgOO+Hf specimens were selectea to assure that grain size, material structure
and integrity match, as closely as possible, those in the PWA test specimens.
Goals for this phase of the fabrication effort were:
I. A grain size of ASTM No. 1 to 2 in the gage section
when measured using standard procedures.
2. A porosity-free casting.
3. A y" size of .9 um in the fully heat treated condi-
tion.
1986001122-016
_J
1 TABLE2.1
: CHEMICALCO#4POSIIIONOF B19OO+ttf(HEATW-0098)
Element Nominal(1_) Heat W-OOg8
C 0.II 0.09
Cr 8.0 7.72
Co 10.0 9.91
Mo 6.0 5.97
Al 6.0 6.07
Ta 4.3 4.21
Ti 1.0 0.99
B 0.015 0.016
Zr 0.08 0.04
Fe 0.35* 0.17
W O.I* O.04
Cb O.i* 0.08
Bi 0.5 ppm 0.1
Pb 10.0 ppm 0.1
Hf I.5 i,19 I ,
Ni Remainder Remainder
* Maximum
5
i
............... _,,k,r"
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Following casting, all B1900+Hf test bars were fully heat treated ac-
e
) cording to the Following schedule:
:
t
, Solution: I079±14°C (1975±25°F) for 4 hours; air cool '
Precipitation: 89g±14°C (1695±25°F) for 10 hours; air cool.
Figure 2.1 shows the grain size of the as-cast and the fully heat-
treated material. The y size is approximately .6 _m _n the as-cast material
and is .gum in the fully heat-treated condition, as shown in Figure 2.2.
2.2 Constitutive Model Selection
A llterature survey has been conducted to assess the state-of-the-art
of time-temperature dependent elastic-viscoplastic constitutive theories which
are based on the unified approach. This class of constitutive theories is
characterized by the use of kinetic equations and internal variebles with ap-
propriate evolution equations For treating all aspects of inelastic deforma-
tion including plasticity, creep, and stress relaxation. As reported earlier
[1}, the review identified more than ten such unified theories which are shown
to satisfy the uniqueness and stability criteria imposed by Orucker's postu-
late and Ponter's inequalities. These theories are compared on the basis of
the types of flow law, kinetic equation, evolution equation of the internal
variables, and treatment of temperature dependence. "_
As a result of the literature survey and based upon SwRI recommenda-
tions, the models of Bodner and Partom [21and of Walker [3] have been selec-
ted and approved for Further study. These two models are both representative
of the class of unified models considered in the review process but differ
significantly in the choice of particular functional forms for the basic flow
law, the kinetic relationship, the parameter used as a measure of hardening
6
........... , -
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L,
and the evolution equations for the internal variables describing work harden-
ing. Thus, a direct comparison between these two models and the experiments
should illustrate well the consequences of a wide range in constitutive
modeling approach. It is also significant that both models have already found
significant application to analysis of gas turbine materials and to hot sec-
tion components. Therefore, they are further along in their development and
- evaluation than most of the other comparable models,
As a result of the literature survey and of direct experience in work-
ing with existing models, modifications to the Bodner-Partom and Walker models
_i have been made to account for additional hardening resulting from multiaxial,
_ non-proportional load or strain histories. Modifications have also been made
_ to the kinetic equation and the evolution equations of the internal variables
_! of the Walker model. The updated Bodner-Partom and Walker models will be dis-
cussed individually in Section 3.0.
I
1986001122-021
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3.0 BRIEF REVIEWOF CONSTITUTIVE MODELS
3.1 Bodner and Partom Model
i
The elastic-viscoplastic theory of Bodner and Partom, published in
1968 [4], was probably the first "unified" set of constitutive equations with-
out a yield criterion or loading/unloading conditions to be developed. Those
e_uations include certain physical concepts provided by the work on disloca-
Lion dynamics during the 1950's and early 1960's. The equations are placed in
the context of multi-dimensional continuum mechanics which makes them capable
of solving problems by analytical and numerical methods. One of the initial
papers, in 1972, considered large defo-mations [5] and another the same year
included isotropic hardening [61. At the present stage of development, the
constitutive theory includes isotropic and directional hardening, thermal re-
covery of hardening, general temperature dependence of plastic flow, and iso-
m
tropic and directional damage development [7-9].
A summary of the current Bodner-Partom model without the damage term
is shown in Table 3.1. As listed in Table 3.2, there are 13 material con-
stants in the model, most of which are temperature independent, and generally ,_
fewer (about 9) are needed in an actual material representation. The basic
equation for plastic strain rate as a function of stress and history dependent
internal variables is taken to be of exponential form. The initial work [4],
before 1970, was based on a power law relation which seems to have been
adopted by other investigators. Properties of the exponential function used
in the B-P formulation that may be especially useful are its very low value,
almost zero, at low stress levels and its limiting value of plastic strain
rate. As a consequence, that particular function seems to be suitable to
f
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: TABLE 3.1
A SUMMARY OF BODNER-PARTOM'S MODEL
BODNER-PARTOM'S MODEL
.. I. Flow Law:
• e
¢ij " ¢ij + ¢i;
"P" P'O' ¢ij _ Sij ; _k
with Sij = _ij " _ aij:kk
2. KineticEquation:
with Z = ZI + ZD
" D "Pi p
.: = ¢ij ij
J2 = ½ SijSIj
_2 = OZP/j2
3. EvolutionEquationsof Internal Variables:
J
a. IsotroplcHardening
FzI - z_
where _ = m2(_l - (3) '_p sine
@ = cos"I (Vij_ij) or e • cos"I (uij _ij) _
vij , Bij/(BklBkl)l/Z, -- • )I/2Vij = _ij/(_k1_kl
uij , _ij/(_klakl)ltZ - )I/Z
, uij " _ij/(_klakl
P
with ZI (o) • Zo ; Wp = :ij_ij ; W),(o) • O; =(0) • 0
b. DirectionalHardening
I( kl,klIIf2Aij- mZ (Z3 uij- 8ij)"Wp- AzZIL _ - viJ
with ZO Zo
• _ljUlj ; (o) • 0 , BIj(o)• 0
Material Constants: Oo, Zo, ZI, 7.2, Z3, mI, mz, ct1
AI, A2, rI, r2, n, and elasticonstants
in most cases can set: rI = r2, Al = A2, Zo = Z2 c
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TABLE3.2
MATERIALCONSTANTSIN BODNER-PARTONCONSTITUTIVEMODEL
Constants Descriptions
DO Limitingshear strainrate, sec-1
Zo Initialvalue of the isotropic
hardeningvariable,MPa
ZI Limit4ng(maximum)valueof ZI, MPa
Z2 Fully recovered(minimum)value of ZI, MPa
. Z3 Limiting(maximum)valueof ZD, MPa
_. mI Hardeningrate coefficientof ZI,MPa-I
m2 Hardeningratecoefficientof ZD, MPa-I
n Kineticparameter
A: Recoverycoefficientfor ZI, s¢c-I
, IA2 Recoverycoefficientfor ZD sec--
rI Recoveryexponentfor ZI
r2 Recoveryexponentfor ZD
_I Limitingcoefficientfor non-proportional
hardeningeffect
12 "i_,"
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represent material behavior over a wide range of strain rates including the
very high rates, i.e., about 105 sec-1.
The treatment of directional hardening by Bodner and his associates
has been based on the general anisotropic form of the flow law rather than on
the "back stress" concept. An incremental isotropic form of the flow law has
been proposed as an approximation which would simplify the numerical computa-
tions. In the incremental isotropic equatiJn, the scalar coefficient is a
function of both the isotropic and directional hardening variables which de-
pend on the loading history. The isotropic hardening variable controls the
cyclic hardening or softening characteristic.
_ The scalar measure for hardening is taken to be the plastic work rate.
However, the overall theory is not dependent on this point and other measures,
e.g., plastic strain rate or a function of the plastic strain rate history,
are admissible within the context of the theory. For directional hardening,
the stress is used as the directional index of hardening to _void cross soft-
ening effects. The plastic strain rate had been used previously for that pur-
pose and most other theories still rely on that variable.
Mu]tiaxial, non-proportional hardening is taken into account by intro-
ducing a load history dependent variable, _, into the evolution equation for _
isotropic hardening. As can be seen from the expression in Table 3.1, the
parameter _ increases with non-proportional loading history from zero to a
limiting value of a1. The _aturation value of ZI under sucF loading is then
(ZI+ _i Z3)" Non-proportionality of loading path is measured in terms of an
angular parameter e defined by either of the following expressions:
I e : cos-I (Vij Vij) (3.1)
!
• 13
i ,!
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j "
cos-I
, or e : (Uij Uij) (;.2)
- where Uij, Uij, Vij and Vij, as given in Table 3.1, are the directional
cosines of the current values of aij, Bij, &ij' and Bij' respectively.
3.2 Walker Model
Two internal variables are used in the Walker theory,. The equilibrium$
,, stress _ij represents nonlinear kinematic hardening and accounts for the
: Bauschinger effect, while the drag stress K represents isotropic hardening and
accounts for cyclic hardening of the material.
_ The growth law or the equilibrium stress, _ij' is the sum of two com-
_, : ponents, _ijo and _ijl" _ijo is the initial equilibrium stress offset which
_. accounts for the difference in the tensile and compressive yield strength.
_ The growth law for the second component, _ijl' contains hardening, dynamic
recovery and thermal recovery terms. At high strain rates thermal recovery is
small in comparison to the dynamic recovery and the equilibrium stress
P
saturates to a limiting value at large plastic strain that is irdependent of
the strain rate. The drag stress, K, is assumed to be a function of only the
accumulated effective plastic strain, R. The isotropic hardness is initially
KI - K2 and saturates at a value of KI wlth increasing plastic strain. Cyclic
hardening ur softening can be modelled using this feature. The kinetic rela-
tionship that relates the nonlinear strain rate to the excess stress, Sij-
Rij' was assumed to be a power law expression. This form of the model [3] has
been found to capture most of the behaviors noted in testing of the solid
solution strengthened alloys such as Hastelloy-X.
h+
l
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The Walkermodel, as describedin [3J and summarizedin [i],has been
significantlymodifiedfor describingthe constitutivebehaviorof BlnOO+Hf.
Modificationsto the unifiedconstitutivemodel to capture some of the fea-
tures of the B1900+Hfdeformationbehaviorare indicated:
(I) Form of the KineticRelationship- At low to intermediate
temperature_the limit stress in a monotonictensiletest
does not varywith strainrate to a power but exponential-
ly. A more appropriateequation relatingthe inelastic
I
strain rate and the effectivestress is the exponential
function:
t 1I exp 3 iJ-£ I_ Ij)_P = B K -i (3.3) :
(2) Formof the Drag StressRelationshlp,K - Cyclic hardening i
or softeningobservedduringthe uniaxialtestingis simu-
lated by assumingthat the isotropichardeningvariable,
K, varieswith accumulatedinelasticstrain,R. Addition
of a similarterm, K3 x exp (- n8L), can approximatethe
cyclic hardeningobserved under nonproportionalloading
cycles•L, a measure of the nonproportionalityof the
strainpath, is definedas the differencebetweenthe ef-
Fectivestrain rate and the rate of effectivestrain,as
shown in Eq. 3 of Table 3.3. nB and K3 are shape and
levelparameters,respectively,and can be determinedfrom
a single nonproportionalmultiaxialloadingtest at each
test temperature.
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(3) Form of the EqulIibrlumStressRelatlonshlp- The equili-
brium stress is now assumedto be the sum of three terms,
_ijl+ Qijo' and an additionalterm, _ij2' introducedto
predict linear hardeningat high strain rates. The ex-
pressionfor _ij2 is
_ijz=_tt_j-aijz(_9_+_io1 (3.41
For plastic strain rates sufficientto saturate*ijo +
Rijl but insufficient to saturate_ij2' _ij2 varies
linearly_ith the plastic strainrate. Assuming a con-
stant strain rate tensile test, the flow stress will
thereforeincreasedirectlywith _ij2 in a linearfashion
for small strains. With increasingstrain and for high
strain rates,_ij2 will eventuallysaturate to a value
n11/n9. With increasingstrainand at low strainrates,
the rateof strainhardeningin _ij2can be minimizedby a
judiciousselectionof hi0,representingthermalrecovery.
A modificationto the evolutionaryexpressionfor _ijl is
also requiredto capturethe inversestrainrate sensiti-
vity observed in the BIgOO+Hfmonotonictensiledata at
760°C. The dynamicrecoveryterm is now assumedto be a
functionof the strainrate, vis:
(n3 + n4 exp ( -n511og( )I ) R (3.5)
f
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By judicious selection of the constants n4 and n5 the flow
strength can be made to decrease either side of the strain
: rate RO.
i (4) Thermal Effects - The constants in Walker's unified theory
!
are generally functions of temperatures, T. If a material
is subjected to a strain and temperature change simultan-
eously, the incremental change in a state variable, SV,
will be:
dSV aSV aSV dT
d-t--= aT + aT dt (3.6)
The Walker theory has been modified to include the rate of change of
temperature terms.
Table 3.3 presents the modified Walker theory employed by PWA to cor-
relate the BlgOO+Hf data. The modified Walker model contains 15 material con-
stants which are all temperature dependent. Generally, fewer will be needed
(about 10 for BIgOO+Hf) in an actual material representation.
18
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4.0 UNIAXIALEVALUATIONOF CONSTITUTIVENODELS
"i
,_ 4.1 Experimental Procedures
Five different mechanical tesLing modeswere used for developing the
uniaxialconstitutivedata of B1900+Hfin the presentprogram. They included
i tensile, creep, isothermalcyclic, stress relaxation,and thermomechanical
fatigue(TMF) tests. A large quantity of constitutiveinformationwas also
generatedas part of the data acquisitionefforts in the HOST Isotropic
FatigueContract(NAS3-23288).Resultsof these two programswere integrated
to form a largedata base for constitutivemodel evaluation.]
I All the isothermal,uniaxial tests in the present programwere con-
, ducted in a closed-loop,servo-hydraulictest machine at SwRI. Figure 4.1
!
shows the configurationof the test specimen and the experimentalset-up.
Strain was measured using an externallymounted extensometerwith ceramic
reach-rodsattachedto the specimen. Inductionheatingwas used for providing
the elevatedtemperature;temperaturevariationsover the specimengage sec-
tion are within ASTM specification_for short-termt_sts. The specimende-
signsutilizedin variousconstitutivetests are schematicallyillustratedin
Figure4.2. Figure 4.3 shows photographsof: (A) an isothermalconstitutive
specimen,(B) a thermomechanicalcJnstitutivespecimen,and (C) a biaxialspe-
cimen.
Tensile tests were performedat various strain rates ranging from
4xi0"2 to 4xi0-7 sec-I at 25, 649, 760, 871, 982, and I093°C. A summaryof
the tensiletest matrix can be found in last year annual report [1!. Creep
testswere conductedat the latterfive temperatures.
19
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FIGURE 4.1, TENSILE SPECIMEN UNDER TEST AT 871°C.
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(a) Monotonic tensile/creep specimen
0..101
1.000 R. ('rYPI_ 0.29e DIA
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(d) Isothermal biaxial test specimen
, FIGURE 4.2. SPECIMEN DESIGNS UTILIZED IN VARIOUS CONSTITUTIVE TESTS.
(All units are in inches.)
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A B C
FIGURE4.3. PHOTOGRAPHSOF (A) ISOTHERMALCONSTITUTIVE
SPECIMEN,(B) THERMOMECHANICALCONSTITUTIVE
SPECIMEN,AND (C) BIAXIALSPECIMEN.
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' TABLE 4.1
'i [SOI'HERMALCYCLIC CONSTITUTIVE TESTS
Strain Range
Temp(°C) R _(sec-I) .25_ .4% .6% .8%
I
o Effect of Temperature and Strain Rate
427 0 4x10-3 X X X X
538 0 4x10-4 X X X X
649 0 4x10-4 X X X X
760 -I 4xi0-3 X X X X
871 -I 4x10-4 X X X X
982 -I 4x10-4 X X X X
:-_ 1093 -I 4x10-5 X X X X
o Effect of Mean Strain
538 -I 4x10-4 X X X X
760 0 4x10-3 X X X X
760 -= 4xi0-3 X X X X
871 -= 4xi0-4 X X X X
1093 -= 4xi0-5 X X X X
o Strain Hold to Probe for Equilibrium Stress
760 -i 4xi0-4 X X X X
871 -I 4xi0-4 X X X X "_.
1093 -i 4xlO -4 X X X X
o Effect of Stress Hold
Temp(°C) _ _ (MPa/sec) _+aoI _+eo2 _+ao3 _+eo4
(MPa)
760 -I/T 59.3 _+350 _+550 _+650 _+750
871 -I/TC 55.2 _+310 _+400 + 500 _+600
982 -1/C 51.0 _+241 _+345 ....
i
i T - Stress hold at peak tension for 120 sec.
i C - Stress hold at peak compression for 120 sec.
! 23
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Isothermal cyclic tests were conducted either with or without dwell.
As indicated in Table 4.1, the cyclic constitutive tests were performed at
four different strain rarge levels (±.25_, ±.4%, ±.6% and ±.8%). Testing was
performed at R ratios (R = Emin/_max) of O, -I, and -® at temperatures ranging
from 427 to I093°C and at strain rates of ±4xi0-3 to ±4:,10-5 sec-1. Cyclic
tests with dwell were conducted at a loading rate of approximately 58.6 MPa/s.
The load was held constant for two _inutes when the prescribed maximum or
minimum stress was reached. For determining equilibrium stress values, stress
relaxation at various strain levels of the first cycle hysteresis loop and of
the saturated one was measured. The time of strain hold was 30 seconds to 2
minutes. The stress relaxation test conditions are also shown in Table 4.1.
The thermomechanical fatigue (TMF) loading histories were run with a
sinusoidally varying mechanical strain and temperature with a cycle period of
sixty seconds (Figure 4.4). The strain for three of the tests varied from a
nominal -0.4 percent to +0.4 percent, _nd the temperature varied sinusoidally
from 538° to g82°C. For the first TMF loading cyrle, the temperature and
strain varied in phase, i.e., the maximum temperature occurred at the same
time as the maximum strain (Figure 4.4a). For the second loading case, the
temperature and strain loads were applied 180° out of phase, and in this case _
the maximum temperature coincided with the minimum strain (Figure 4.4b). The
third TMF cycle was a re_eat of the second case but with the addition of a
sixty second constant strain hold at -0.4 percent strain.
4.2 Evaluation of Model Constants
4.2.1 Bodner-Partom Model
A systematic procedure for determining the material constants in the
Bodner-Partom model is outlined in Figure 4.5. The procedure is developed by
r
t. L
f
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!START Tensile Data
fit _ and _Pto a polyn_ninaland _I
I do (tensiledata)obtain y • _
I obtain mI and m2 from the slopes
Z of-r vs. _ (tensiledata);set DO v
I
cml+m2
ootain n _rom the slope of saturation "L_
1
_, stressvs. strain rate (tensiledata) y
-- calculatethe sum of Z_ and Z3 from saturation4
_b _S
stress, n and _H (tensiledata)
III
5 obtain Z0 from .2% offset yield
stress;set Z, Z0
1/2n
6 I calculateZ3 from yield and saturation ] I
I stresses (tensiledata), obtain ZI IU I
I
l calculateA and r f_m slow rate tensiledata or Tensile7 Daze and/orm
steady state creep rate fromq vs. (Cc-,_o) plot Creep Data
/
_C'qO
,,: FIGURE4.5. A FLOWCHARTSHOWINGA SYSTEMATICPROCEDURE
-" FOREVALUATINGTHEMATERIALCONSTANTSIN
THEBODNER-PARTOMTHEORY.
TJ
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recastingthe Bodner-Partomequations into convenientforms such that the
material constantscan be evaluatedfrom the experimentaldata by separate
considerationof basic physicaleffectssuch as hardening,strainrate depen-
dence,and thermalrecovery. The theoreticalbasis of the methodis outlined
here. Excludingthe elasticconstants,a total of 13 materialconstantsmust
'_ be evaluatedfrom pertinentexperimentaldata. In most cases, includingnon-
proportionalloadingpaths, only nine model constantsneed to be determined.
Most of the constants,tabulatedand brieflydiscussedin Table 3.2, can be
evaluatedfrom monotonictensiledat_. Creep data would also be requiredif
slow strainrate tensiledata were not available.
_,_
_ As shown in Figure4.5, s_ep (1) in determiningthe materialconstants
in the Bodner-Partommodel is to develop a set of work hardeningrate data
from the experimentalstress-stralnresults. A simplecomputer programhas
been developedfor this purpose. Using the monotonictensile stress-strain
data and the elasticmodulus as inputs,the computerprogramcalculatesthe
plasticstraincomponentby subtractingthe elasticcomponentfrom the total
strain. The stressis thenexpressedas a polynominalfunctionof the plastic
strain.
2 m
= a° + alcP + a2(¢P) + .....+ am(¢P) (4.1)o
The coefficientsao, aI, a2, ... am are computed using the least-square
method. The work hardening rate, y = do/dWp = (1/a)(do/d¢ p) , can then be
calculatedas:
m-1
_I aI + 2a2¢P+ ... + mam(cP) (4.2)Y = o
• f
1
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where o is obtainedfrom Equation4.1. The numberof terms requiredin Equa-
tion 4.1 is usuallyobtained by trial and error. For B1900+Hf,the cubic
polyncminal(m _ 3) is generallysufficient,but a Fourth-order(m = 4) poly-
nominalhas also beenused occasionally.
Step (2) is to evaluatethe constantsmI and m2 from the plot of y
versusa (Figure4.6). The Bodner-Partommodel can be written for uniaxial
stresscase as:
a = L1Z (Wp) (4.3)
-1/2n
with LI = [2Zn(2Do/_ _P)]
Z = ZI + ZD
whereZI and ZD are the isotropicand the directionalhardeningvariables.
In the absenceof thermalrecoveryand on the physicalbasis that ZD
saturatesmuch more rapidlythan ZI for most materials,i.e., m2 > m1, the
followingapproximationsto Equation(4.3)can be made in the regionof small
plasticstrains,
ZI : (oiL1)- ZD : (oiLI) - Z3
ZD : (oILI)- ZI : (oiLI) - Zo
wherethe additionalterms are definedin Table 3.2. These approximationsare
then substitutedin the general expression for y = do/dWpobtained from
Equation(4.3)and the evolutionequationsfor ZI and ZD, namely
f
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: [ t(zt-zI)  2(z3z°)](4.4)
Upon reduction, the expression for y becomes
Y : LIIml(ZI+Z3 ) + m-(Zo+Z3)! - (ml+m2)o (4.5)
This indicates that a plot of y against o should be linear with slope (mI +
m2) in the range of smal] plastic strains.
. At the larger strains, ZD fully saturates to the limiting value Z3 so
_ that setting ZD = Z3 and again using the above approximation for ZI gives
Y : LImI(ZI+Z3) - mlo (4.6)
which is a linear relation with slope m1. These relations indicate that the
y-o function should be essentially linear at both the low and high plastic
strain regions.
Plots of y-o in Figure 4.7 indicates the bilinear behavior. For tem-
peratures at and below 871°C, the effects of the strain rate and temperature
are to shift the y-o curves along thp horizontal axis without causing any sig-
nificant changes in the slopes of the curves. This hardening behavior can be
rationalizedon the basis that both the isotropic and the directional harden-
ing components are present and they are not significantly affected by static
thermal recovery at these temperatures. On this basis, the constants mI and
3O
*i
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FIGURE4.7. THE y-o CURVESOF BIgOO+Hf(A) AT 871°C SHOWING
SHIFTSTO HIGHERSTRESSESAS THE STRAINRATES
ARE INCREASED,AND (B) AT A GIVEN STRAINRATE ,'
SHOWINGTEMPERATURESHIFTSALONG THE _-AXISAND
SLOPE CHANGESFOR TEMPERATURESABOVE 982°C.
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m2 can be evaluatedfrom a y-o plot. As shown in Figure 4.6, the initial
linear slope of the y-a curve for B1900+Hf at 871°C is given by the sum of m1
_, and m2, while at high stressvaluesthe slope is then given by mI. The extra-
polated intercept at the a axis for y = 0 is as (the saturation stress) which
is givenby:
i os : LI(ZI+L3) (4.7)
The measuredvaluesof m1, mI + m2, as, and the calculatedvaluesof m2 for a
number of specimenstested at various temperaturesare summarizedin Table
_ 4.2.
Step (3) is to evaluatethe constantsn and DO in the kineticequa-
_i tion. DO is the limitinginelasticstrainrate in shear and is usuallytaken
to be lx104sec-I unlesshigh strainrates are being considered. The constant
n is evaluatedfrom the stress dependenceon strainrate at a constantvalue i
of Z. Equations4.3 and 4.4 are rearrangedto give the followingexpressions:
1
lna = - --_ In S + Z.n Z (4.8)
and _1 = d--Z_-s2d/n°," Z = constant; Wp = constant (4.9)
where S = 2 Zn (2Do/_P) = Ll'2n (4.10)
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Thus, n can be evaluated either from the slope of a plot of _na versus _nS at
a constant value of Z (Wp) or from Equation (4.9). When static thermal recov-
ery is not important, the stresses for evaluating the parameter n could be
(1) the saturation stress as at different strain rates where os corresponds to
the limiting value of Z or (Z1 + Z3) which can be obtained by extrapolating
the y-o curve to the stress at which y is equal to zero (Figure 4.6); (2) the
peak stresses of saturated cyclic hysteresis loops at different strain rates
G and at a constant value of large strain amplitude for which both Z! and ZD
saturate; and (3) the flow stresses at different strain rates and at constant
values of plastic work. The n values for B1900+Hf at 871°C and 539°C have
ci
it been calculated based on method (1) using Equation (4.9). The results are
shown in Table 4.2.
It is important to note that stress values under steady stdte condi-
tions during creep or tensile straining do not always correspond to the same
value of Z. In addition, plastic work does not have a one-to-one relationship
with Z at elevated temperatures for which static thermal recovery is signifi-
cant. Consequently, stresses under steady state conditions involving thermal
recovery should not be used in conjunction with Equations 4.8 and 4.9 for
evaluating n. Once _e n value is evaluated for a lower temperature at which
static thermal recovery is insignificant, the constants ZI and Z3 can be com-
puted (see Step 4). Since both Z1 and Z3 are considered to be temperature-
independent, the n value at high temperatures can be obtained by fitting a
stress-strain curve at a strain rate above 10-3 sec-I or by using Equation
(4.7) if os is known. The n values for B1900+Hf at 982 and I093°C have been
obtained using the former procedure.
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J! Step (4) is to calculate the sum of Z1 and Z3. Using the saturation
) stresses obtained in Step (2) ai_dthe LI value obtained in Step (3), t_e sum
of Z1 and Z3 is calculated using Equations (4.7). The re_alts are shown in
Table 4.2.
Step (5) is to evaluate the relative contributions of Z1 and Z3, the
limiting values of the isotropic hardening, and the directional hardening
i variables, respectively, in the total hardening. From Equation 4.6 and Figure
I 4.6, it can be shown that ob is given by:
mlLI(Z 1 + Z3) + m2LI(Zo + Z3)
Ob = ml + ml (4.11)
Equation 4.11 can be rearranged to yield
(m1+m2) ob - mlos - m2oo
Z3 = m2Ll (4.12)
with o° = LIZo(T) (4.13)
where o is taken as the .2% offset yield stress, i.e., an initial value of
o
Z. The values of ob and oo and the calculated values of Z3 are summarized in ,_
Table 4.2. Also, it is assumed Z2 = Zo for most materials (Step 6). For spe-
cimens subjected to full thermal recovery, Zo is best estimated using slow
rate tensile results. Once Z3 ard Z1 are obtained, Zo can be refined by fit-
ting the model calculation to the tensile stress-strain curve (Step 6), and Z2
is again set to equal Zo.
The effect of static thermal recovery on the work hardening rate can
be included in a similar manner. Assuming AI = A2 = A and rI = r2 = r, the
35
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l
expression for y including the recovery term can be shown to have the form
Csee Appendix):
y = LIIml(ZI+Z3) + m2(Zo+Z3)l - (ml+m2)o
)l-r rA(LIZI
- L Jr°-°°l (4.14)a_p
-_,,@
Equation 4.14 is reduced to Equation 4.6 when A is zero; this occurs when sta-
tic thermal recovery is unimportant. Equation 4.14 also indicates that the
dependence of y on o is altered when static thermal recovery is present.
_;_ Thus, it is possible to identify the temperature regime at which static ther-
_ mal recovery is important by comparing y-o data over a range of temperatures
_'-,
- (e.g., see Figure 4.7).c'
The Final step (Step 7) is to evaluate the recovery constants. For
BIgOO+Hf, rI is assumed to be equal to r2 (rI = r2 = r) and A1 is also assumed
to be equal to A2 (A1 = A2 = A) for the Following reasons: (I) there is a
need to reduce the number of constants and to simplify the procedures for
evaluating these constants, (2) the y-o curves in Figure 4.7 suggest that they
';t
need not be different an_'might be difficult to distinguish if they were, and
(3) no physical mechanisms suggest that they should be different. The recov-
ery constants can be evaluated From either the steady state stress (Oc) and
associated strain rate (_c) of a slow rate tensile test or the steady state
creep rate (_c) and corresponding stress (Oc) of a creep test. In both cases,
the stresses and the plastic strain rates do not change with time or deforma-
:ion. Under these conditions, the work hardening parameter, y, is zero and
Equation 28 can be rewritten as:
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q A(LIZL)1-r
- (Oc-Oo)r = 0 (4.15)
where q = {LI[mI(ZI+Z3)+ m2(Zo+Z3)]- (m1+m2)ac}oc_P
The recoveryexponentr can be obtainedfrom Equation(4.15)as:
d log q - a = LIZo (4.16)
r = d log (Oc-Oo) ' o
Figure 4.8 shows data of q vs Oc-Oo in a log-logplot for B1900+Hfat 871,
982,,and 1093°C. The resultsindicatethat the valuesof r are equal to 2 at
thesetemperatures.Once r is obtained,the recoveryconstantA can be calcu-
latedusing Equation(4.15). Alternately,A can also be evaluatedby consid-
ering individuallythe conditionsfor which the isotropichardeningand the
directionalhardeningratesare zero. In general,they both give the same re-
sult. If differentA valuesare obtained,the one which glves the best fit to
the tensilestress-straincurveat _ = 4x10-7 sec"I is used.
A summaryof the materialconstantsof B1900+Hfusing this set of pro-
ceduresis shown in Table 4.3 as well as in Figure4.9. There are only four
p
temperature-dependentmaterialsconstantsin the Bodner-Partommodel, namely,
n, Zo, Z2 and A. Since Z2 is generallytaken to equal Zo, only Zo, n and A
need to be evaluatedas a functionof temperature. For the BlgOO+Hfalloy,
Zo, n, and A are temperature-dependentonly at temperaturesabove 760°C. The
dependenceof Zo or temperaturecan be describedby the followingtwo empiri-
cal expressions:
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cZo = 2700 MPa, T < 838°K (4 t7)
8.5xi06
" and Zo = - 4950 + T MPa, T > 863.4
The ompirical relationships relating n and temperature are:
:; n = 1.055 for T _<863.4°K (4.18)
and n = -1.0524 + 2394.74 for T > 863.4°K
T
!, The constant A in the thermal recovery term is best expressed as an exponen-
tial function of temperature. The choice of the functional form is suggested
"- by Friedel's recovery model (10} _nd based on the consideration that thermal
_ recovery is controlled by diffusion and should have a similar Functional Form.
As shown in Figure 4.10, the constant A for B1900+Hf can be expressed as:
A = 1.319x109 exp (- 30580T) sec-1 (4.19)
where T is in °K. It should be noted that at temperatures below 760°C, the
value of A obtained from Equation (4.19) is negligibly small so that it is
essentially zero and thermal recovery is unimportant. The elastic and the
shear moduli obtained from the slope of the tensile and the shear strain-
strain curves were a]so expressed as a function of temperature by fitting data
to a third order polynominal equation. The expressions for the elastic and
the shear moduli of B1900+Hf, shown in Table 4.3, are compared with the ex-
perimental data in Figure 4.10(a) and (b), respectively•
4.2.2 Modified Walker Model
Two strategies have been developed for determining constants in the
Walker constitutive theory. The first approach requires simple tensile or
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creep testing supplemented with limited cyclic data to establish, in a
straightforwardmanner, the variation with temperature of the model constants.
Test and an_" _is requirements are minimized but there is nc guarantee, a
priori, that the resultant model will reproduce mab_rial behavior under com-
ponent relevant strain cycles. The second approach, which is described in
Ii}, proceeds from the notion that the most appropriate test for determining
c_nstants is that which most closely represents the intended applicatior:.
This approach r,ecessarily involves considerable trial and _rror before test
data and predictions match. The use of optimization techniques has been Found
to be of some value in this regard.
All the Walker model constants for B1900+Hf in this report have been
determined using the first approach. An outline of the systematic procedure
to establish the Walker model constants is presented in Figure 4.11. The data
requirement at each temperature consists of a series of monotonic tensile
tests at different strain rates and/er creep tests at different stress levels
and fully reversed cyclic tests at one, but preferably two strain rates. The
monotonic tensile stress-strain results at high strain rates allow n11, ,_9o
and hi0 to be estimated directly, nli is seen to be approximately equal to
the initial value of the strain hardening rate, do/dEp. The difference _
between the limit and the yield strength determines the ratio, n11/_9.
n10_21iml is selected c_ that _2 (and therefore _21im) is small except for
the strain rates e...._i _ linear hardening is noted. Iterative analysis is
required te estab_,, the remaining constants. A plot of the limiting or
large strain value of the excess stress ( Sij - _llim - _21im) against the
log of _p should be linear with a slope of K1 and one cycle intercept beta,
i but _21im' as we have seen, and _llim are typically fur_ctionsof _train rate.
!
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iDeterminationof the constantsn2 throughn6 begins by plottingthe quantity
(alim-_21im(_p))versus the log of _p. A straightline indicatesthat strain
aging (n4 and n5) and thermalrecovery(n6) effectsare small and _llim is a
constant,independentof the plasticstrainrate. A sigmoidalcurve indicates
that thermalrecovery (n6) is presentand a local peak in the alim- _21im
(Ep)versuslog of _p plot at a strainrateof _po indicatesthat strainaging
effectsmust also be modelled. At limitconditions,_1 = O, and
Io
_llim (_p) =
+ -nsllog I
n3/n2 n4/n2e _p/_po + n6/n2_p
At high strainrates, significantlyremovedfrom _po' the second and
third terms in the denominatorcan be ignoredand the ratio n2/n3 can be set|
_I equal to a provisionalvalue of _lliml" KI ca_ be determinedas the slopeof I
(alim - allimI - a21iml)versus log of in this region of the curve. At i
very low strain rates, the third term in the denominatordominatesand the
ratio n6/n2 can be determinedfrom the relationship
-i
n6/n 2 = _ "_
allim4
where n11im4 is the saturated back stress at a plastic strain rate _p4
;[ requiredto linearizethe excess stress (alim -_21im- _llim) versus log of
_p plot. Finally,n5 and the ratio n4/n2 are selectedto match the variation
of n11im with _p due to strainaging effectsin the vicinityof _po" n2is now
determinedto providean optimumfit of the monotonictensilecurve (variation
of _p with a - nZ(¢p) at high strainrate. The constantsn3, n4 and n6 ar_,
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therefore, determined for the provisional value of _llim1" B can be solved
_' directly, completing the trial determination of the constants.
The material constants for the modified Walker model for B1900+Hf are
presented in Table 4.4 as well as in Figure 4.12 as a function of temperature.
Isothermal tensile and a limited number of one way cyclic test results were
used to determine these v_lues. Creep, dwell fatigue, and TMF data were not
"_ considered in th? selection of the model constants.
-_ 4.3 Correlation of Theoretical and Experimental Results
L
4.3.1 Uniaxial Tensile Behavior
; Figure 4.13 shows the monotonic tensile results and corresponding
._ model predictions at three temperatures and a fixed strain rate of 8.3 x I0-5
_- sac -1. Both models provide a good fit of the data. The effect of strain rate
_ on the 0.2% Ep yield stress at 760, 871, 982, and I093°C is shown in Figure
4.14. The Bodner-Partom model predicts an increase of yield stress with
strain rate at all temperatures. The thermal recovery term is absent in the p
. 760°C calculations but is dominant at I093°C. The change in the slopes of the
Bodner-.Partom model calculations at 871 and 982°C represents a transition from
: a thermal recovery dominated regime at slow strain rates (_ < ixlO-5 sec-I )
to a hardening dominated regime with relatively little thermal recovery at
high strain rates (_ _ lxlO-3sec-1). By including a strain-aging term in the
_ equilibrium stress, the Walker model is able to correlate the decrease in
yield strength with strain rate that is observed at 760°C at _ _ lx10-3sec -1.
The temperature depender of the .2_ cP yield stress at various
strain rates is shown in Figure 4.15. The Bodner-Partom model reproduces the
i 48
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: experimentaldata ratherwell. The expe:imenta_and calculatedyield stresses
are seen to be relativelyconstantand independentof temperatureat T _ 760°C
_. but decreaserapidlywith temperatureat T > 760°C.
4.3.2 CreepBehavior
i The variationof the steady-statecreeprate with test temperatureand
stress level is presentedin Figure 4.16. Note that predictionsobtained
using the Bodner-Partomodelgive somewhatbetteragreementwith the experi-
_ mentaldata than the Walker model at 760°C and at low strainrates at 871°C.
This findingis somewhatsurprisingconsideringthe good fit of the tensile
p
_I data at thesetemperaturesobtainedusing the Walkermodel.
Figure 4.17 shows creep strain vs time at variousstress levels at
! 871°C and 1093°C. The unifiedmodels in the presentform predictprimary_ d
steady state creep regionsbut not a tertiaryregion. Comparisonof model
calculationsand experimentaldata indicatesthat the creep strainat a given
time is predictedfairlyaccuratelyby the Bodner-Partomodel. It shouldbe
noted that the creep curves generallyshow substantialscatterso that eval-
uationof modelaccuracyon the creepresponseshouldtake this into account.
4.3.3 UnlaxielC@cllcConstitutiveBehavior
Representativepredictedand experimentallyobservedsaturatedhyster-
• esis loopsfor fully reversedstrain cyclingat 538°C,871°C,and 1093°Care
shownin Figure4.18,4.19,and 4.20, respectively.The shape of the hystere-
sis loops are predictedfairlywell by both models at 538 and 871°C. At
I093°C,bothmodelsprediuthysteresisloopswhich tend to be more squarethan
the experimentalones. Furthermore,the Walker model predictedhysteresis
loopalso showsbi-linearregions.
t
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The cyclic stress-strain curves were constructed from both the experi-
mental an_ uheoretical results by plotting half of the stress ranges of the
fully-reversed satJrated hysteresis loop vs half of the imposed strain range.
Comparisons of model predictions and experimental data for four different tem-
peratures (760, 871, 982, and i093°C) aF_ summarized in Figure 4.21. Note
that the Bodner-Partom model overpredicted the stress ranges at 871 and 982°C.
However, it is worthy to note that none of the cyclic data were used for
determining Bodner-Partom constants.
The effects of imposed compressive and tensile mean strains on the
cyclic constitutive behavior of B1900+Hf are summarized in Figures 4.22, 4.23,
4.24, and 4.25 with corresponding predictions using both theories at I093°C,
871°C, 760°C, and 538°C, respectively. For purposes of comparison the half
stress range, half cyclic plastic strain range, and mean cyclic stress at both
the first and sixth cycle are plotted versus the half strain range for R
ratios of O, -1, and -=. Two important observations in Figures 4.22-4.25 are:
(i) the experimental and theoretical saturated cyclic stress-strain curves
(aa/2 - ac/2 curves) appear to be unique at a particular strain rate and tem-
perature and are independent of the R ratios, and (2) both unif,_d models pre- _
dicta drift in the mean cyclic stress which is not always observed in the ex-
perimental data.
At I093°C, Figure 4.22, both models yield adequate fits of the stress
range and cyclic plastic strain range, but the Bodner-Partom model predicts
the :tress amplitude more accurately in the lower strain range. Both consti-
tutive models match the sixth cycle response of B1900+Hf at 871C quite well
in all three aspects (Figure 4.23). The predicted first cycle mean stress for
58
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compression cycling is overpredicted usinQ the Walker model, however. At
760°C the Bodner-Partom model prediction agrees with the data experimental
quite well in all respects (Figure 4.24). Walker model predicts essentially
the same stress range but slightly greater cyclic plasticity than the Bodner-
Partom model and a pronounced drift in the cyclic mean stress that was not
observed in the data. First cycle test data at 538°C, Figure 4.25, is in good
agreement with the predictions obtained using the Walker model but, as noted
above, the mean cyclic stress for eccentric strain cycles is predicted to
drift appreciably.
Figure 4.22-4.25 also indicates that the Bodner-Partom model shows re-
latively small mean stress drift when the plastic strain range is small, but
becomes increasingly large when the plastic strain range becomes relatively
large. The mean stress drift as a function of cycle number of both the
Bodner-Partom and Walker model is compared with experimental data at rela-
tively large plastic strains in Figure 4.26. The results indicate that both
e
models predict mean stress relaxation in less than ten cycles, whereas the
mean stresses are maintained in the experiment during the whole test period.
It should be noted, however, that the mean cyclic stress in these strain
cycles is small compared to the yield stress under the test conditions. ,_
4.3.4 Stress Relaxation at Strain Hold
Strain holds were performed at various strain levels of hysteresis
loops for 2 minutes to probe for the equilibrium stresses associated with cyc-
lic deformation of B1900+Hf. Figure 4.27, which presents typical results of
the equilibrium stress probe test at 760°C, indicates that stress relaxation
occurs during strain hold but subsequent rapid hardening increases the stress
64
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back to the previous value. Cyclic hardening is evidenced since the stress
range of the first loop is less than that of the saturated loop which is the
22nd in this case. The stress ranges of the saturated loops with strain hold
are compared with loops without strain hold in Figures 4.23 and 4.24. The
comparison reveals no significant difference, indicating the stress ranges of
_ the saturated loops with strain hold are not affected by the prior deformation
_ history.
Stress relaxation data associated with holding at the peak strain of
various saturated hysteresis loops are shown in Figures 4.28-4.29, together
with the Bodner-Partom model predictions. In general, the agreement between
_ theory and experiment is good for the three test temperatures which include
i 871, 982, and 1093_C. In some cases, the Bodner-Partom model overpredicts the
_ ' peak stress of the saturated loop, but the overall trend of the stress relaxa-
tion behavior is predicted well.
Figure 4.30 compares the model prediction and experimental results of
stress relaxation during strain hold on the unloading portion of the saturated
hysteresis loop of B1900+Hf at I093°C. The Bodner-Partom calculations agree
well with the experimental data for strain holds at .6_ and .55%. At .5_, the
experimental result indicates reverse stress relaxation at the stress is _
slightly increased during hold period while the Bodner-Partom model predicts a
constant stress with essentially no stress relaxation. In principle, the re-
verse stress relaxation process is capable of prediction by the equilibrium
stress approach. However, no stress relaxation calculations are currently
available for the Walker model.
¢
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4.3.5 I_ell Fatique Cyclic Behavtcr
" Comparisons of dwel_ fatigue data with predicted behaviors are presen-
.I
ted in Figures 4.31 to 4.33. A two minute hold at both the tension and com-
pression load limits at 871°C produces significantly more deformation than is
predicted by either theory, Figures 4.31. Walker's model tends to produce a
, better fit of the results, although neither can be judged to be adequaLe, par-
ticularly at the highest load level, +500 MPa. At 760°C, a two mi_"te hold in
tension at 350 MPa, Figure 4.32, results in a slight amount of cyclic plasti-
c; city. Walker's model overpredicts and the Bodrler-P_rtommodel underpredicts4'
_) this qu_itity. At 550 MPa, both models overpredict the cyclic hysteresis
(
i) loops. Neither the Walker nor the Bodner-Partom model is able to reproduce
!
the cyclic resp. lse with a two minute hold in compression at 982°C, as shown
in Figure 4.33.
4.3.6 Thermomechanical Fatique (ll_r)Cycling Constitutive Behavior
Comparisons of predicted and experimen:al TMF hysteresis loops _e
summarized in Figures 4.34-4.3_. The three the momechan_cal fatigue (TMF)
loading cases were run with a sinusoidally varying mechanical strain and tem-
perature with a cyclic period of sixty seconds. The strain for three of the
tests varied from a nominal -0.4 percent to +0.4 percent, and the temoerature ,_
varied sinusoidally from 538°C (lO00°F) to 982°C (1800°F). For the first
loading case (Cycle A) the temperature and strain varied i_iphase, i.e., the
maximum temperature occurred at the same time as the maximum strain. For the
second loading case (Cycle B) the temperatuYe and strain loads were applied
180° out of phase, and in this case the maximunltemperature coincided with the
71
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i
minimumstrain. The third loadingcase (CycleC) was a repeatof the second,
but with the additionof a sixty secondconstantstrainhold at -0.4 percent
strain.
The Walker model calculationswere performedin conjunctionwith the
MARC finite elementdeck. The structuralmodel used was a four elementaxi-
symmetricshell model using MARC elementnumber10, a four model quadrilateral
ring element. The Walkermodel resultsshow consistentlygood correlationat
the hot temperatureend of the loadcycle for all threeTMF missionsanalyzed.
There is, however,a consistentstressovershootat the cold (IO00°F)end of
the simulation. The Bodner-Partommodel calculations,performedat SwRI, are
in reasonablygood agreementwith experimentaldata in all aspectswith the
exceptionthat the width of the TMF loop in Cycle C is larger than that
observedexperimentally.The stressrelaxationwhich accompaniedstrain hold
in cycle C is well predictedby the Bodner-Partommodel as shown in Figure
?,
4.36(b).
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; ,, 5.0 NULTIAXIAL EVALUATIONOF COHSTITUTIVE MODELS
, Combined tension and torsion tests were conducted to investigate the
effects of principal stress ratio, temperature, and loading sequence on the
_ inelastic elevated temperature multiaxial behavior of the base alloy,
B1900+HF. Both proportional and non-proportional loading paths were examined,
_" some of which involved stress relaxation under strain hold. The various ten-
sion/torsion experiments were designed to examine: (i) the presence or ab-
sence of additional hardening under nun-proportional (90° out-of-phase) load-
- ing paths (2) the nature of this additional hardening if present (3) the
;:- non-axiality between the plastic strain rate and the deviatoric stress vec-
tors, and (4) the direction of stress relaxation during strain hold.
A considerable amount of multiaxial data have been generated in this
program which has not yet been completely analyzed. Correlation between
f
i
theory and experiment in this report will be directed toward examining the in-
_ fluence of nonproportional loading path on the multiaxial hardening behavior
_ of B1900+Hf. The results on the effects of loading _a_h on the phase angle
between th_ plastic strain and deviatoric stress vectors and the direction of
stress relaxation will be reported at a later date.
5.1 Experimental Procedures
Multiaxial tension/torsion tests were performed on a servo-controlled,
hydraulic biaxial machine with two independent feedback loops. Axial and tor-
sional strains were independently controlled. The load capacities of the test
facility are 44,000 N axial load and 425 N-M torque. A closeup view of _he
experimental setup is shown in Figure 5.1. Elevated temperature was provided
79
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wby induction heating. The biaxial test specimen is shown in Figure 4.3 to-
gether with the isothermal cyclic and the thermomechanical specimens. A sche--
matic of the geometry of the biaxial test specimen can be found in Figure 4.2
Axial and torsional strains were measured u,;inga high temperature,
biaxial (tension/torsion) capacitance extensometer as shown in Figure 5.2.
The extensometer was water cooled and mounted internally to the specimen and
grip. The coaxial roto-stdtor configuration of the capacitance sensing plates
avoids the need for flexural elements in the systems and eliminates cross-
_. talk. The capacitance system is of high sensitivity (6x10-6 radian and 2 uc)
" and moderate dynamic range (_ _ .1 sec-1).
_ The various multiaxial tension/torsion constitutive tests are
_
_ illustrated in Figure 5.3. These tests include: (I) uniaxial loading, (2)
proportional combined loading, (3) nonproportional loading, and (4)
nonproportional loading with strain hold.
Tests 1 through 4 involved incremental step strain tests in either
torsion or tension at two temperatures, 649 and 982°F. These temperatures
were selected to correspond to idle and takeoff temperature conditions in an
air-cooled turbine vane.
Tests 7 through 10 involved incremental cyclic step strain tests in _
cc_bined tension/torsion for at least two shear to extensional strain ratios
at each temperature. The effective strain rates in these tests are approxi-
mately 4 x 10-4 sec-I.
Tests 5, 6, 11 and t2 were combined tension/torsion tests conducted
under 90° out-of-phase strain cycling. The frequencies were adjusted for each
80
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effective strain range so that effective strain rate was approximately con-
stant. In tests 13 and 14 the shear strain frequency doubled the axial fre-
' quency. In tests 15 and 16, the specimens were cycled go° out-of-phase until
saturation. A two minute strain hold was then applied at e_ch of the strain
peaks. After strain hold, the specimens were strained under proportional load-
. ing and the strain hold cycle was repeated. Tests 17 and 18 were similar to
tests 15 and 16, except strain hold cycling was not applied. All the above
tests were conducted at either 64g°c or 982°C. Test 19 was a go° out-of-phase
nonproportional loading experiment at 871°C in which the out-of-phase loading
was followed by in-phase loaoing with various strain ratio.
5.2 Comparison of Theoretical and Experimental Results
_ 5.2.1 Proportlonal Loading Paths
An effect,ve stress range and an effective plastic range based on the
van Mises criterion were used for correlating the multiaxial tension-torsion
cyclic da_a. The effective stress range, _Oeff, and the effective plastic
strain range are obtained as follow:
2 = + 3 (5.1) ,
: anA 2 + _ (5.2)
where a_ and AT are the axial stress and shear stress ranges, respectively.
acp and ayp are the corresponding plastic components of the axial and shear
, strain ranges. All the in-p_ase multiaxial cyclic data are summarized in
• Figure 5.4 _ j1otting half of the effective _tress range against half of the
84 ,l
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_! effective plastic strain range. Note that all the multiaxial data obtained at
g82°C form one small scatter band. On the other hand, the J2-b_sed effective
stress and plastic strain ranges are not able to correlate the 649°C data.
Specifically, the shear stress range is higher than the axial stress range at
an equivalent effective plastic stress range. The implication is that J2
_ might n)t be the appropriate criterion for BI9OO+Hf at 649°C.
a Qoth the Bodner-Partom and Walker models are J2-based theories and,
_herefore, predict the same effective stress range-effective plastic strain
range curve, regardless of the applied Ay/_ ratios. Correlatiors of Bodner- i
Partom model calculations and experiment, however, reveal that the overall
_ agreement with the proportional biaxial data is only fair. At 982°C, the i
_I Bodner-Partom model overpredicts the effective stress range at a given effec-
i rive plastic strain range. The overprediction is consistent with the uniaxial
cyclic calculations shown in Figure 4.21. lhe Bodner-Partom model is in fair !
agreement with the axial data at 649°C, but is rather poor with the torsional ' i
data. The Walker model overpredicts the plastic strain range and underpre-
dicts the stress range so that the predicted cyclic stress strain curve falls
below and to the right of the data at 649°C (1200°F). The agreement between
_alker's model prediction and data at 982°C (1800°F) is excellent. The poor _
agreement between prediction and test at 649°C (1200 F) can be attributed in
large part to limited test data at 649°C from which model constants were
derived (a single tensile test) and differences in material properties between
the round bar specimens and the tube specimens used for the biaxial testing.
!
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5.Z.2 Non-Proportlonal Loadlnq Paths
Comparison of the multiaxial data obtained from 90° out-of-phase Ioad-
ing paths with those from in-phase loadings reveals no additional hardening
i under non-proportional loading paths (Figures 5.5 - 5.7). In Figure 5.5, the
! solid line represents the stress locus of the B1900+Hf specimen tested
| at _eff = ± .4% under 90° out-of-phase until cyclic saturation. The experi-
mental stress locus is seen to coincide with data points which corresponds to
the stress ranges obtained from in-phase loadings at various strain paths at
an equivalent effective strain rate and effective strain range. This finding
: of no additional hardening under nonproportional loading paths was confirmed
by the combined nonproportional/proportional test in which the specimen was
cycled go° out-of-phase until saturation and then was cycled in-phase, the re-
sulting peak stresses; o and t, lie on the same o-t locus obtained under the
go° out-of-phase condition, as shown in Figure 5.5. The absence of nonpropor-
tional hardening is also observed in B1900+Hf specimen cycled at eelf = ± .6%
at 649°C (Figure 5.6) and in specimen cycled at Ceff= ± .4% at 982°C (Figure
5.7), and in specimen tested at 871°C.
The Bodner-Partom model without the nonproportional hardening term, ,_
i.e., setting _1 = 0 so that & _ O, was used to correlate all the 90° out-of-
phase multiaxial data. Similarly, the Walker model without the nonpropor-
tional hardening term K3 was used for this data correlation. As in the case
of correlation with the in-phase data, the Bodner-Partom calculations in gen-.
eral are in good agreement with experimental data at 649°C when cycling at
low effective strain levels (Cell = ± .4% or less), but underpredict the shear
stress when cycling at Ceff = ± .6%. On the other hand, the Bodner-Partom
model tends to overpredict the stresses at 982°C. The Walker model shows good
(
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. _,
agreementwith the axial stress at low effectivestrain 1_vels (Figure5.5),
but underpredictsthe shear stressesat 64g°C (1200°F)as shown in Figures5.5i
and 5.6. The agreementbetweenpredictionand experimentat g82°C (1BOO°F)is
quitegood for Walker'smodel. Comparisonsof the calculatedand experimental
saturatedhysteresisloopsof variousstrainrangesat 649 and g82°C are shown
in Figures5.8 and 5.9,respectively.The predictedhysteresisloops are gen-
erallysomewhatlargerthanthose observedexperimentally.In Figures5.8 and
5.9,the Walkermodel predictionsfor the saturatedhystersisloops are larger
than experimentat 64g°c (1200°F),but show good agreementwith experimentat
982oc (1800°F).
: The Bodner-Partommodel predictsthe frequencyeffect on the multi-
axialcyclicdata of BlgOO+Hfunder go° out-of-phasestrainingratherwell, as
demonstratedin Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11. The Walker model predictsthe
frequencyeffectwell at g82°C but somewhatoverpredictsat 649°C. For non-
proportionalloadinginvolvingshear strain frequencydouble that for axial
strain,the Bodner-Partomand Walker calculationsalso comparefavorablywith
the experimentaldata. Figure5.12 shows that the stressesof the calculated
hysteresisloopsfor _eff = ± .4% at 649°C are in fair agreementwith the ex- ,
perimentalloops,but the width of the loops tend to be largerthan observed.
t
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'_ 6.0 IMPLEMENTATIONI FINITE ELEMENTCOMPUTERCODE
f
!
"i [
The K_RCnonlinear ftntte element computer programwas the vehtcle for
Incorpor&tingthe vlscoplastlcmodels in this and two previouscontractef-
' forts [3,11J. The followingsectionwill be divided intofour parts: (I) a
)&
• , briefdiscussionof the @4ARCcode and the procedurefor implementinga vlsco-
plasticmodel, (2) a review of variousintegratingmethodsfor vlscoplastlc :
(
theoriesin conjunctionwith the HARC code, (3) a summaryof the conclusions,
- and (4) demonstration analysis.
_. 6.1 Description of the NARCProgram
_)" In References3 and II, the vlscoplastlcconstitutivetheorieswere
: i incorporatedinto the HARC programby means of an initialstresstechnique. )
All of the materialnonlinearityin the constitutiveequationsis incorporated
into an initialload vector and treatedas a pseudo body force in the finite ' (
elementequilibriumequations. Becausethe vlscoplastlcconstitutivetheories
form a "stiff"system of differentialequations,It is necessar_to form the
incrementalconstitutiveequationappropriateto the finiteelement load In-
crementby means of a sublncrementtechnique.
In the subincrementtechniquethe finite element load incrementis
i split into a numLorof equal sublncrementsand the vlscoplastlcconstitutive
theoriesare integratedover the small sublncrementsto form an accuratere-
presentationof the incrementalconstitutiveequationover the finiteelement
load increment. Integrationover each sublncrementis accomplishedby a num-
ber of techniques. Providedthe sublncrementsare sufficientlysmall so that
the stabilitylevel of the integrationmethod is not exceeded,the technique
97 "_
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has been found to work efficientlyand accurately,even for largefiniteele-
ment load increments. However,it is difficultfor the user to _Ick efficient
sublncrementalsteps. Thus, there is a considerableincentivefor the devel-
opmentof an non-lterativeintegrationschemewhich can allow large time step
withoutincreasing the instabilitygenerallyassociatedwith Intergratlngthe
; differentialequationscomprisingthe constitutivetheory.
The MAR_ code allows the user to implementvery genuralconstitutive
relationshipsinto the programby means of the user subroutineHYPELA. Within
this subroutinethe user must specifythe valuesoF the elasticitymatrixOlj
and the inelasticstress incrementvector A¢i in the incrementalvector con-
_ stitutiverelationship.
Aoi : Dlj(a_j - 6j_ae)- ACi (6.1)
The inelasticstress incrementvector a¢I is computedin HYPELA from the vls-
copla_gic constitutive relationships.
In Equation (6.1)_ denotesthe coefficientof thermalexpansionand
_j is the vectorKroneckerdelta symool. '_
lifl<j<3
(6.2)
Oif3<j<6
For the class of nonlinearviscoplasticconstitutiverelationships
under considerationin this contract,the ,ncrementalinelasticstress vector
A(i depends in a highlynonlinearmanner on the incrementalstrainvector
)
r, A¢i.
' 'j
J ,
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The solution of the increme_,talequilibrium is accomplished within the
MARC code by the following algorithm. At the start of the increment the user
i subroutine HYPELA is entered to determine the elasticity matrix Dij and the
incremental inelastic struss vector A{i. On entry to the subroutine the input
consists of the strain increment vector Aei, the temperature incremLnt AT, the
time increment At over which tee incremental external load vector APi is ap-
plied to the structure, and the values of the stress, strain, temperature and
viscoplasticstate variables at the beginning of the increment. Since the in-
i
"_ cremental strain vector, Aei = Bij Auj , can only be accurately determined
after the solution to the incremental equilibrium relationship has yielded the
correct incremental solution Auj, the strain increment vector AEi initially
used tu generate a{iis assumed to be the value obtained for A_i in the preced-
ing increment. On exit from subroutine HYPELA the elasticity matrix Dij and
the estimated inelastic stress increment vector _{j are obtained for each in-
tegration point in the structure. The incremental equilibrium relationship is
then assembled and solved for the incremental node displacement vector aui.
The "Icremental strain vector, a¢i = Bij _uj, is computed and compared with
the initial quess for a¢i used to generate the inelastic incremental stress
vector A_j . If this incremental strain vector is equal, within a user speci-
fied tolerance, to the incremental strain vector used to compute _j in the
assembly phase, the solution is assumed to have converged. Otherwise, the up-
dated strain increment vector, obtained from the solution of the equilibrium
relations is passed into subroutine HYPELA, a new vector, A_j, is computed,
and the equilibrium equations resolved to yield an improved value of AUj and
a_j. The process is repeated until the value of the vector A¢i on the assem-
bly phase is equal, within a user specified tolerance, to the value of the
99
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vector A¢i on the solution phase. After convergence is achieved, the temper-
ature, stress vector, strain vector and viscoplastic state variables are up-i
i dated by adding the incremental values generated during the current increment
I to the values of these variables at the beginning of the increment. The pro-
gram then passes on to the next load increment where the process is repeated.
6.2 Inte_ratJonNethods for ViscoplasLic Theories in the MARC Code
The values of Dij and a_i in the incremental constitutive relation,
aoi = Dij(Acj - _j aAT) - A_i (6.3) ;
i are obtained by a subincrement method. Incremental values of the variables
_T, At and (A_i and 6j aAT) For the current finite _lement load increment are
split NSPLIT equal values, and the constitutive equations are integrated over
: the NSPLIT subincrements to provide accurate values of Dij and a_i. Each load
increment in a MARC analysis is divided into NSPLIT subincrements. The inte- i
'
gration of the constitutive equations is currently performed by using explicit
Euler Forward differences with a step size determined by dividing the MARC
load increment by NSPLIT.
Two methods for integrating the constitutive equations were examined" _'-
(I) an explicit Euler difference scheme with error estimates for revision the
time step, and (2) integration by the NONSS (non-iterative self-adaptive solu-
tion) method of Miller and Tanaka [121. The forward difference integration,
similar to [13], is based on an error estimate, E, given by
E = AR +2_ -_2 (6.4)
Lwhere
|
|
b
L ePj is the inelasticstrain
Sij is the deviatoricstress
o.
a of a quantity is the change in the quantity over time step at. If the error
i
estimateis too large
_ _ > _I (6.5)
then the time s_ep is halvedand the step is repeated. If the errorestimate
is too small.
t
< _2 (6.6)
thenthe time step is doubledfor the next integrationstep.
It was found to be more difficultto integrateBodner-Partom'sequa-
tionsusing an explicitEuler integrationand as a resultthe NONSSmethodwas
appliedto the integrationof Bodner-Partom'sconstitutiveequationsin the
calculationsdone at SwRI. The NONSSmethodcan be illustratedby considering
the followingtwo differentialequationsin two unknowns,
Q
x : f (x,y) (6.7)
1O1 ,_
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y : g (x,y) (6.8)
where ( ) : d Odt
Consider a time step At from time tN to time tN+I where
at = tN+ 1 - t N
then the changes in each of the dependent variables are approximately
]
L:_ Ax = XN+I - xN = At [(I-n) xN + n XN+11 (6.9)
l-
Ay = YN YN = at [(1 - n) YN nYN ¸ (6.10)
where 0 < n < I.
If n is equal to zero an explicit Euler integration results while if n is
equal to one an implicit Euler integration results.
Equations (6.7) and (6.8) can be used for the derivatives at the new
time steps• For example:
XN+I : f (XN+l, YN+l) : f (xN + Ax, YN = Ay) (6.11)
¢
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A Taylorseriescan be used to expandthe function. Then
XN+I = f (XN,yN) + ax f'x (XN'YN) + ay f,y (xN, yN) (6.12)
A similarequationholds for YN+I
l
*_ YN+I = g (XN'YN) + AXg'x (XN'YN)+ Ayg,y (xN, yN._ (6.13)
[1 - nat f, X(XN, yN)] a x - natf,yay = At {XN - nixN - f(xN,-;N)]}(6.14)
- natg,x ax + [i - natg,y(xN,YN)]ax= at{;N - n[;N - g (xN, ;N)]} (6.15)
Equations(6.14)and (6.15)are two linearequationsin the two unknownax and
"4
ay. The error in the truncationof the Taylorseries is includedin the dif-
ference.
x N - f(xN,YN)and
l
Y N - g(XN'YN)
! whichis appliedin the next increment.
i ,103 _ "4
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Computer codes based on Euler integration have been completed and
tested for both models. The computer code based on the NONSS method has not
been completely implemented in the MARC Code. All the Bodner-Partom calcula-
tions performed at SwRI are based on the NONSS method.
6.3 Constitutive Model Demonstration - TNF Simulatlons
; The successful implementation of the constitutive models into the MARC
computer program was established by performing uniaxial analyses and comparing
the predicted and observed experimental response for three thermomechanical
,_ loading cycles. The comparison was made with both constitutive models.
An illustrated comparison of the calculated results with the experi-
_! mental data for the TMF Cycle A is shown in Figure 6.1 Comparison of Figure
6.1 and Figure 4.35 indicates that the TMF loop based on the Bodner-Partom
model obtained at PWA using the Euler integration scheme (Figure 6.1) is iden-
tical to that obtained at SwRI using the NONSS method. The good agreement be-
tween the two calculations represents a check on the computer codes developed
at PWA and SwRI.
6.4 Computational Efflcienc_
A study to compare the stability and computing efficiency of the
Walker and the Bodner-Partom theories was conducted. This study was done
using the MARC finite element deck and a four element model using element type
10, a first order quadrilateral ring element. The convergence criterion used
internally in MARC was for the maximum residual force to be less than 0.10
times the maximum reaction force for the model. Using this criterion, the
finite element model was executed with three different sets of increments for
a single TMF cycle. The computation times were reccrded and are shown in
Table 6.1. Examples of the calculated stresses are shown in Figures 6.1 and
104 *i .
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Table 6.1
Comparisonof Execution Ttme and ConvergenceAccuracy
for DifferingIncrementNumberper Cycle. Out of Phase THF Cycle
Walker
Increments Solution Tlme (sec) ConvergenceAccuracy (_)*
40 ll,lg 0.51
20 7.01 1.49
12 7.41 2.12
Bodner-Partom
p
Increments SolutionTlme {sec) ConverqenceAccuracy{_)*
!
40 35.35 0.16
20 23.94 2.43 '_-
12 25.04 0.32
* Estimated as the magnitude of the residual stress divided by the
maximum stress tn the cycle.
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6.2. The examplesshown are tre runs using 20 incrementsper cycle for both
the Walker and Bodner-Partomtheoriesand the runs using 12 incrementsper
cycle. The resultsfrom the 40 incrementsper cycle are not shown since they
were found to be virtually identicalto the cases wlth 20 incrementsper
cycle. The resultsshown in Fig,ires6.1 and 6.2 are a comparisonof the rela-
tive computationalstabilityof the two theoriesas currentlyimplementedin
I
_ the MARC deck. The Bodner-Partomtheoryresultsbegin to degradeat the hot
C
end at 12 increments per cycle whereas the Walker theory continues to i
calculate acceptable results. Both calculations show difficulties In
_ convergencewhen 12 incrementsare used in the loadingcycle, as evidencedby i
(,
c: the increasein ccmputationtime per increment.This lattereffectcan be seen i
_ from the computingtimes shown for the 20 and 12 incre_-ntcases shown in
" Table 6.1. An examinationof these times shows that for both theories the
total computingtime increasedslightlyeven though the number of loading
incrementsdecreasedby 40 percent, i
Anothersignificantresultof this study is indicatedby the run times ' i
shown in Table 6.1. Fo_ the same convergencecriterionand the same integra-
tionmethod the Bodner-Partomodel requiredapproximately3 times as longas
the Walker model to calculatestresses. The reason for the longersolution
timesrelatesto the largernumberof subincrementintegrationsteps required
to satisfy limits on the error estimatesin the HYPELA subroutine. Other
independentstudieshave indicatedroughlyequivalentcomputingtime for these
and other unified models. Such comparisonswill be dependent upon the
particularproblemand integrationschemesutilized.
,. 108
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7.0 BENCHNARKNOTCHVERIFICATIONEXPERINENTSANDANALYSES ,
Elevatedtemperaturetestingof instrumentednotchedround specimens
was conductedto g¢nerate notch displacementdata for verificationof the
il analytlcalmethodologlesdevelopedIn thls program. The unifledconstltuLive
theoriesof Walkerand of Bodner-Partomwere incorporatedinto the MARC finite
elementcode for predictingstructuralresponsebehavior. Calculationswere
LI performedbased on the Walker model for the benchmarknotchedspecimensub-
_F
"' Jectedto a varietyof historiesand the resultsare discussedin this sec-I
'_ Lion. Correlationof model predictionsand experimentaldata serves as an
additionaltest of the accuracyand applicabilityof the constitutivemodels.
The notchedround specimenwas selectedfor the followingreasons: (I) to
permit notch strainsto be measureddirectlyusing conventionalextensometry,
i
(2) to facilitatefinite elementanalysisby avoidingthe need for 3D ele-
ments, and (3) to verifythe abilityof finite elementanalysisto predict
I
materialbehaviorunder conditionsof high constraint. f
Testingwas conductedfor six loadpatternsat 871°C over load ranges
sufficientto resultin shorttime inelasticbehaviorand over loadtimes suf-
ficlentto inducesignificanttlme-dependentinelasticnotchstrain. The spe-
clmendesignand experimentalproceduresof the benchmarknotch test are dis- '_
cussedin Section/.l. The analyticaleffortsand correlationof theoretical
calculationand experimentaldate are reportedin Section7.2
7.1 Sr)ectmenDesign and Experimental Procedures
The benchmarknotch specimenwas designedbased on the followingcon-
siderations:(I) the tensileloadcapabilityof the test machinewas limited
|
to + 36000 N (2) localplasticstcalnsneeded to be measuredindirectly,to
t
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,I within ± 20% of their cyclic value, (3) a fatigue llfe of 100 cycles to Inltl-
i ation of a first crack was required, and (4) testing had to be performed at a
temperature within the creep range.
!
i Fully reversed strain controlled testing in the NASA Host Isotropic
Fatigue Program (NAS3-23288) has established the total and cyclic plastic
strain levels corresponding to a fatigue llfe of approximately 100 cycles to
initiation of a first crack. At 760, 871, and 982°C the magnitude of the
: cyclic plastic strain at this life level is 0.03_, 0.15_, and 0.2%, respec-
(
tively. A test temperature of 871°C was selected based on consideration that
testing should be conduced at as high a temperature as possible to maximize
the nonlinear effects but low enough to preclude net section plasticity.
A notched round specimen with an elastic stress concentration factor
of 1.5 was selected and approved for the benchmark notch experiment (Figure i
7.1). The configuration of the notched round specimen satisfied the two re-
quirements; (I) limited net section plasticity, and (2) measurement of either i
cross notch or diametrical displacement should yield a fair measurement of
local notch plastic strain. Cross notch and diametrical displacements were
measured using axial and diametrical MTS extensometers. Figure 7.2 illus-
trates the experimental setup of the benchmark notch test. _
In order to establish the required sensitivity of the measuring de-
vices, a nonlinear FE analyser of the specimen configuration was performed.
Cross notch displacement was not found to be as strong an "indication" of
local notch plasticity as the diametrical contraction at the notch throat. A
better measure of the notch plastic strain is the permanent radial displace-
ment at the notch throat. For 0.15% cyclic plastic strain the extent of the
nonlinear diametrical strain is only 70 u¢. To satisfy the requirement that
II0
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FIGURE 7.2 BENCHMARK NOTCH ROUND SPECIMEN UNDER
TEST AT 871°C.
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I
the constitutivemodel be able to correlatefatiguelife to within a factorof
two, the localnotch strainmust be measuredto within z 0.03%,which trans-
latesto a diametrlalstrainsensitivityof ± 14 u_ • This levelof accuracy
is within the capabilityof the capacitanceextensometryutilized Ir the
benchmarkexperiment,but all other sourcesof error must be minimized.
_i( All the notchedroundcyclictestswere conductedat 871°C under fully
reversedload-controlledconditionsat 10 cpm. The specimenswere cycledat ±
331, ±352, ± 365, ± 386, and ± 414 MPa for I0 cycles at each stress level.
The load sequencewas repeatedtwice for a total of 100 cycles. For cycling
with dwell,the same loadsequencewa_ usedwith a minutehold appliedat; (I)
maximumtension,(2)maximumcompression,and (3) maximumtensionand compres-
sion. In additionto the cyclic tests,a notchedround specimenwas pulled
monotonicallyalmostto failureat a displacementrate of 5x10-4 mm/secmea-
suredover a 25.4mm gauge span. A monotonictensiletestwith dwell was also
conductedby step loadingbeginningat 379 MPa up to 517 MPa in 34.5 MPa ,n-
crements. A 15 minute dwell time was appliedat each load level. A summary
' of the benchmarknotchedround tests is shown in Table 7.1.
7.2 Finite Element Analyses _
7.2.! Finite Element Nesh Selection
The elementtype has been selectedaccordingto MARC recommendation.
For the largestrainplasticityproblemsas in monotonicloadingof a D-notch
roundspecimen,simpleelementtypes (e.g.,axisymmetricelement10) and those
elementscontaininga modifiedstrainintegrationprocedure(axisymmetricele-
ment 55) are preferable.
t
'1
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Figure7.3 illustratesthe fourmeshesof the test specimenconsidered
in this phase of the study. The number of elements surroundingthe notch
variedfrom six in the coarsemesh to sixteenin the finestmesh. For pur-
posesof mesh evaluation,a conventionaltime independentplasticitymodel was
utilized. The assumedstress-strainmaterialbehaviorreasonablyapproximated
the observedtensileresponseof B1900+Hfat 871°C. Incrementaldisplacements
were appliedto the model, care being taken to assure that the step size was
not excessive. Resultsof the four analysiswere presented in Tables 7.2
through7.5.
The relativecomputationa_requirements,presentedin Table 7.2 indi-
cate a ten fold increasein CPU time when the mesh densitywas refinedby a
factorof abouttwo. In Table 7.3 the limitload predictionsare compared. A
differenceof only 2.7 percentexistsbetweenthe limit load predictionsfor
the coarsestand the finestmesh. The limitload is thereforenot an adequate
criterionfor determiningan optimummesh. Table 7.4 presentsthe predicted
loadto producea variationin the inelasticradialdisplacementat the notch
root equalto 3.05 x 10-2 mm. As noted in the table,a differenceof only 2.8
E percentexistsbetweenthe load requiredto producean inelasticradialdis-
placementof 3.05 x 10-2 mm (1.2x 10-3 in) for the coarsestand finestmesh.
i
This parameter,a measurablequantity,is also not adequatefor selectinga _.
mesh. A final comparisonrelatesthe axial stress at the notch root to the
nominalgage lengthstrain. As noted in Figure 7.4 and Table 7.5, the mesh
selectionhas a somewhat largereffect on the predictedvalue of the local
stress. The intermediatemeshwould appearto achievean acceptableprecision
withoutincurringunacceptableCPU chargesand was selectedfoF correlationof
the testdata.
ll5
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FIGURE7.3. MODELSCONSIDEREDIN MESH SENSITIVITYSTUDY
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TABLE7.2
CPUREQUIREMENTSFORVARIOUSD-NOTCHNODELS
CPU/Increment
MARCElement Nesh (seconds)
10, 4 node linear Coarse 4.0
" quadrilateral
Intermediate 5.0
Fine 14.5
Finest 40.0
55, 8 node quadratic Intermediate 23.0
quadrilateral
TABLE7.3
LIMIT LOADCOMPARISONFORVARIOUSD-NOTCHMODELS
RelativeLimit
MARC Element Nesh Load
]0, 4 node linear Coarse 1.027
quadriIateral
Intermediate 1.0133
Fine 1.004
Finest 1.0
55, 8 node quadratic Intermediate 0.995
quadrilateral
i
f
f
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:'! TABLE7.4
INELASTICRADIALDISPLACEMENTAT NOTCHROOTCOMPARISONS
;k, FORVARIOUSO-NOTCHMODELS
Relattve Load
at _6r of_
MARCElemen Mesh 1.2 x 10-_
,_ 10, 4 node linear Coarse 1.028
quadrilateral
I,itermediate 1.013
Fine 1.003
Finest 1.00
;2;
_, 55, 8 node quadratic Intermediate 0.995
_ quadrilateral
TABLE7.5
LOCALNOYCHSTRESSFORVARIOUSD-NOTCHMODELS
i
l Local Relative l
Notch Stress
MARC Element Mesh at Limit Load
I I I '_
10, 4 node linear
quadrilateral I Coarse I 1.09 I
l Intermediate l 1.05 l
I Fine I 1.03 [
I Finest I 1.0 I
I I I
... no..qu..,..,:,:I ,n,:e,'.e,,°_.I o._ lquadrlIateral
t
i
z |
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!' _ 7.2.2 Experimental Results and Finite Elemnt Predictions
Test results, in particular,the variationof the notch root diame-
trialdisplacementwith loadlevel,cycle numberand loadingwave form are de-
scribedbelow. A comparisonwith the MARC finiteelementpredictionsusing
the Walkerunifiedconstitutivetheoryis alsopresented.
a) Full_ Revised Cycltn(j wtth No Hold (Specimen B1)
'_ The specimenwas cycled for ten cycles at each of five load
levelsbeginningat a net sectionstressof ± 331MPa. No hysteresisin the
load versus notch diametrialdisplacementwas observed at the three lowest
load levels. At ± 386 MPa and ± 414 MPa, some cyclic inelasticbehaviorwas
noted. The magnitudeof the peak to peak notch displacementand the cyclic
_ notch inelasticdisplace,_entdid not changeappreciablywlth increasingcycles
at any loadlevel,Figure7.5 (a) and Figure7.5 (b). No accumulationin mean
notchdisplacementwith cycleswas noted. Notchdisplacementversus load for
the sixthcycle at ± 414 MPa are presentedin Figure7.6.
i
The MARC finite element code with the Walker model was used to
simulatesix cyclesof loadingat the ± 414 MPa load level. No hardeningor
softeningwith increasedcyclingwas predicted. The peak-to-peakvariationin
notch displacementwas correctlyestimated;however,considerablymore cyclic ,_
notch plasticitywas predictedthan observed in the test, as illustratedin
Figure7.6.
b) Fu11_ Reversed C_cltncj wtth One Htnute Hold tn Tension
_S.peclinenB4)
The specimenwas cycled for ten cycles at each or five load
levelsbeglnningat ± 331MPa. Duringthe first and every subsequenthold in
tensionfor one minute,a notch diametricalcontractionwhich was partially
J recoveredon loadreversa_was noted. Notchdlsplacementversusload response
120
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for the sixth cycle at the _ 331HPa load level are presented in Figure 7.7.
) HysteresisIs presentin the results The cyclicdrift in the mean notch dla-
"i meter was small but always increasedwith increasingcycles and load level.
i
The magnitudeof the peak-to-peaknotch displacementand the cyclic inelastic
notch displacement,in Figures 7.8(a) and 7.8(b), shows little systematic
variationwith the cycle number.;!
The finite elementcalculationunderestimatesthe peak-to-peakthroat
displacementby as much as seventeenpercent,but predictsthe cyclic Inelas-
, tlc notchdisplacementat the ± 414 MPa load levelquite _ccurately. No hard-
t
zi
) enlngor softeningis predicted,in agreementwith the test data.
The variationof the mean notch displacementat the lowest(± 331MPa)
and highest(± 414 MPa) load levelswith hold time is presentedin Figures
7.9(a)and 7.9(b),respectively.The notch displacementduringthe one minute
tensileholds is underpredictedby the analysisat both stresslevels.
c) FullyReversedC_clln_with One NlnuteHold in CemI_resslon
(Speclmn BS)
The specimen was cycled for ten cycles at each of five load
levels with a one minute hold in compression. During the first and subsequent
one minute compression hold, a notch dtametrial expansion which was totally
recoveredon loaoreversalwas observed. This behavioris in contrastto that '_.
observed in SpecimenB4. The notch diametrialdisplacementvariationwith
load for the sixth cycle at % 331 MPa (± 48 ksi) is shown in Figure 7.10.
Hysteresisis presentin the load displacementresponsewith no drift in the
mean cyclicnotch diameterat any load level. The magnitudeof the peak-to-
peak notch displacementand cyclic inelasticnotch dlsplacemcntwith increas-
' Ing cycle% at each load level are summarizedin Figures7.11(a)and 7.11(b),
I
v respectively.The cyclicresponsestabilizesquicklyupon loadchange. The
!
i
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accumulationof notch displacementwith hold time and at the ± 331MPa (± 48
ksi) load level is presentedin Figure7.12.
The finite element calculationoverestimatesthe peak-to-peak
throat displacementby as much as 44_, Figure 711(a). The cyclic inelastic
notch displacementis also overestimatedat the ± 414 MPa (± 60 ksi) load
levelby 22_, Figure7.11(b). A constantloadhold for one minutein compres-
sion results in slightlymore predicteddiametrialexpansionat both load
levelsthan observedin the data. A positivedrift in the mean cyclic notch
displacementwith increasingtest cyclesand load level is predicted,contrary
to test resultsin Figure7.12.
_3d d) Full_ReversedCyclln(jwith a One Nlmatehold in Tensionand
4.,
_-i Compression(SpecimenB6)
• The specimenwas cycled with a one minute hold in both tension
and compression.The variationof the peak to peak notchdisplacementand the
cyclic inelasticnotch displacementwith the cycle number is shown in Figures
7.13(a)and 7.13(b),respectively. No cyclic hardeningis noted in the re-
sponse. The variationwith time of the notchdisplacementduringthe tensile
hold at both ± 331MPa (± 48 ksi) and ± 414 MPa (± 60 ksi) load levelsis pre-
sented in Figure 7.14. Results for the compressionhold are presentedin _
Figure7.15. Note that the notch strainresultingfrom a tensilehold was not
totallyrecoveredduring the compressionportionof the cycle and a negative
: drift in the mean hoop strain occurs at all load levelswith increasing
i
cycles.
As noted in Figures7.13(a)and 7.13(b)the finiteelementanal-
m ysis predictsthe peak-to-peakvariationin the throatdiametrialdisplacement
't
i| tO within14_, but underestimatesthe cyclic inelasticnotchdisplacementby
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FIGURE7.17. VARIATIONOF NOTCH DIAHETRIALDISPLACEMENTDURING ..
COMPRESSIONHOLD,TEST BS, FULLYREVERSED,ONE _.
MINUTEHOLDTENSIONAND COMPRESSION.
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! FIGURE7.14. VARIATIONOF NOTCH DIAMETRIALDISPLACEMENTDURING
TENSILE HOLD, TEST B6, FULLYREVERSED,ONEMINUTE
HOLD TENSIONAND COMPRESSION.
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FIGURE7.15. VARIATIONOF NOTCH DIAMETRIALDISPLACEMENTDURING
COMPRESSIONHOLD, 331 and 414 MPa, TEST B5, FULLY
REVERSED,ONE MINUTEHOLD COMPRESSION.
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!nearly 60% at the highest test loads. The change in the throat displacement
during the tensile and compressive holds, Figures 7.14 and 7.15, is well pre-
dicted at ± 331MPa but is underestimated at ± 414 MPa.
i
e) Monotonic Tension (Specimen B3)
The variation in the displacement at the notch throat with spe-
cimen load level during the initial portion of the test is present_ in Figure
7.16. At the imposed nominal strain rate of 2xi0-5 sec-I the limit load was
35,800N (8050 Ib). Finite element load versus throat displacement predictions
track the test data initially but diverge at strain conditions indicative of
bulk yielding in the notch. The limit load is overestimated by 18%.
_: f) Stepped Load Tension with Dwell (Specimen B/)
The specimen was loaded to 379 MPa (55 ksi) and uploaded in
34.5 MPa (5 ksi) increments to a maximum load of 517 MPa (75 ksi). A 15 i
minute hold was applied at each load level. The change in the displacement at
the notch throat during the initial and subsequent load changes is presented
in Figure 7.17. The change in the displacement at the notch throat during the
tensile hold is presented in Figure 7.18. The data is ordered well with in-
creasing load level except at the initial load level.
The finite element analysis performed to simulate the test
unaerestimates the diametrial displacement in the notch both during the
fifteen minute holds and during the subsequent load change by as much as 50%.
7.3 Discussion
Failure to correlate results of a particular benchmark notch test
against a finite element anal)sis may not be attributed solely to deficiencies
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!in the form of the constitutive model, assumed model constants, or finite ele-
ment methodology. Experimental uncertainties and bar to bar scatter in mate-
rial properties must also be censidered in the assessment. Following is a
discussion of these sources of error.
The variation of the notch displacement from bar to bar at low, nearly
elastic load levels when normalized by the apparent modulus as determined from
the longitudinal displacement measurements, should be a reasonable measure of
the precision with which notch strains can be measured. Uncertainty in the
notch strains may be introduced when displacement measurements are obtained
_etween two points spanning too few grains or grains of aclcular shape. The
load-notch displacement response of each specimen was evaluated at elastic
notch conditinns and the apparent compliance established. Results, corrected
for modulus differences, are presented in Table 7.6 for each of the six tests.
Note that the apparent elastic diametrical compliance varies by up to 50_ re-
lative to the analytical prediction. Easy accessibility of the notch and the
high level of reliability and precision of conventional extensometry implies
that the source of the variability in the notch elastic deflection may be re-
lated to the structure of the material; in particular, the grain size, and/or
shape of the grains in the vicinity of the notch. "-
The assessment is consistent with metallographlc obtained by section-
ing of the notc!_specimen, shown in Figure 7.19, which reveals that the number
of grains across the cross-section of the notch is relatively small and the
grain size is large compared to the notch radius.
The scatter in creep and tensile properties from bar to bar is an im-
portant conslderatlon in evaluating the finite element simulation of the test
results. To estimate the expected variability in the benchmark test data, a
138 "_
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TABLE7.6
, BENCHIMRKNOTCHDATACORRELATIONWITH FINITE ELEMENTPREDICTIONS
I
i Relatfve Creep
Relative Elasttc Relattve Hysteresis Oeflectton
i Specimen Co_11ance* Wtdth* Durtnq Hold*
Bl Cyclic 1.3 .20 -
B3 Monotonic - - -
l
B4 Cyclic 1.49 .83 L.27
B5 Cyclic .90 .62 .76
B6 Cyclic 1.01 1.45 2.06
B1 Monotonic 1.37 .75 .76
* ActualValue/PredlctedValue
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FIGURE7.19. A SECTIO_;ALVIEWOF THE NOTCH INDICATESTHE PRESENCE
OF LARGESTRAINSAT II;ENOTCHROOT.
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, statistical analysis was performed to examine the scatter in material proper-
ties from bar to bar. Stationary strain rate data from constant strain rate
tensile tests at different strain rates were regressed to obtain a best fit at
871°C. A Weibull analysis of these data normalized by the regression predic-
I
i tions to obtain the material property scatter is shown in Figure 7.20 along
with the th_ 5 and 95% confidence limits. To verify this estimated cumulative
, distribution, an analysis was performed on ten fatigue specimens with strain
holds at 871°C. Of these ten, three were run with one-minute tensile strain
holds and seve'_with one-minute compressive strain holds. All ten were run
with a completely reversed strain range of .5% at a loading frequency of 10
CPM. Two measures of inelastic material behavior were extracted from these
tests. The measures were: 1) inelastic strain range at zero stress and
2) the amount of stress relaxation which occurred during tne one minute con-
I stant strain hold. Each of these measures were normalized by its average for
the 10 tests and the results compared in Figure 7.21 with the best fit Weibull
distributicn taken from Figure 7.20. This second analysis confirms the orig-
inal analysis of the creep and tensile data and lends assurance that the lat-
ter may be compared to the benchmark notch data and finite element predic-
tions.
Table 7.6 presents two measures of the quality of the data correla-
tion: (I) the relative width of the hysteresis loop in a cyclic test or the
degree of nonlinear response during a load change in a monotonic test defined
by the notch diametrial displacement versus load response, and (2) the rela-
tive notch diametrial "creep" during the cyclic or step load test. Each entry
represents the average value of the parameter when MARC analysis was performed
i
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at more than one load level. A statistical analysis of these data is presen-
ted in Figure 7.22 and 7.23. Note that the scatter in results is consistent
with that noted in the smooth creep and tensile data. On average, the value
of the notch displacement during constant load holds is predicted, Figure
7.22, but the cyclic inelastic displacement or total inelastic displacement
during the monotonic tests is overestimated, Figure 7.23. Additional fully
reversed, no hold, notched round cyc|ic tests should be performed to confirm
the variability in material properties.
%
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8.0 HOTSECTIONCONPONENTANALYSIS
The airfoilsectionof a typicalcooledturbineblade has been selec-
t
( ted for demonstrationanalysisof one of the two constitutivemodelsdeveloped
in this contract. Figure8.1 depictsthe finiteelementmesh selectedfor the
analysis. The mesh includestwo featureswhich are intendedto demonstrate
the versatilityof the constitutivemodel and its practicalapplicationto
actualhot sectioncomponents.
Two elementtypes are used, as shown in Figure8.1. A segmentof the
leadingedge is modelledwith higher order solid elements (MARCelementType
_, 21) while the remainderof the airfoilis modelledwith simplerelements(MARC
' elementType 7). Appropriatenode tying equationsare includedin the finite
elementinput stream to insureproper compatibilityat the interfaceof the
two elementtypes. This techniqueof mesh refinementis commonlyemployedin
structuralanalysisto reducecomputingtime and costs. Inclusionof two ele-
ment types in the demonstrationwill illustratethe propermodularformulation ' i
of the constitutivemodel.
The secondFeatureof the model is the simulationof internalfeatures
of the componentby modifyingthe densityand stiffnessof certainmesh elem-
ents,Figure8.2. The internalfeaturesbeingmodelledin this case are small
ribs connectingthe two walls of the hollowairfoil. Of course,if detailed
stressesand strainsnearthese featuresand on a size scale comparableto the
i featuresare desired,a muchmore refinedmeshwould be requiredor the region
would have to be subsequentlyanalyzedusing boundaryconditionsobtainedfrom
i he cruder mesh. Inclusionof this featuredemonstratesthe abilityof the
model to be adaptedfor specialtyuse.
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The computationsusing the MARC code with the Walker constitutive
' 1 model are currentlyunderwayat PWA. The resultswillbe includedin a report
to be issued separately.
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] 9.0 OVERALLEVALUATIONOF CONSTITUTIVENODELS
As indicatedearlier[I],the unifiedconstitutiveequationshave some
, commonpropertiesand some essentialdifferences. In order to evaluatetheir
relativemerits,it is usefulto keep in mind some basic characteristicsthat
such equationsshould possess for the purposeof engineeringapplications.
' Someof theseare the following:
(I) GeneralAdmissibilit_- the equationsmust be fundamen-
tally correct from the viewpointof the basic princi-
_. ples of thermodynamicsand continuummechanics. The
_: equations should be consistent with the fundamental
_ physicsof elasticand inelasticdeformationmechanisms
i and thereby be able to representresponse properties
over a wide range of strain rates, temperatures,and
loadingconditionswith minimumalterationof the'basic
equations.
(2) Range of Appllcablllty- the equationsshould be cap-
able of representingessentialmaterialresponsechar-
_cteristicssuch as strain rate sensitivityof plastic _.
Flow,microplasticity(i.e.,small plasticstrainingat
i low stress levels),Isotropicand directionalharden-
ing, thermalrecovery of hardening,creep and stress
relaxation, cyclic hardening and softening, cyclic
creep and relaxation,temperatureand pressuredepen-
dence of plasticflow, and, if applicable,temperature
historyeffects.
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(3) Material Data Requirement - the equations should con-
tain a relatively small number of identifiable mater_'al
constants which are determinable from standard test
data. It is preferable, but not essential, thel the
matertal constants be amenable to physical interpreta-
tion.
(4) Accurac_ - the equations must be capable of making ac-
curate predictions of constitutive behavior. A high
level of accuracy is required not only for the simple
cases to which the constitutive models are fitted out
also for cases of complex loading histories for which
data are not used in the determination of the material
constants.
(5) Inte(jrablllt_- the equations should be capable of
being incorporated into standard finite element struc-
tural programs in a direct manner.
These five cr_ eria will be used to evaluate the overall performance
of the Bodner-Partom and the Walker models.
(I) General Admlsslbllit2:
Both the Bodner-Partom and the Walker mod6)s appear to be funda-
mentally correct from the mechanics and thermodynamics viewpoint and are con-
sistent with the overall elastic and inelastic deformation mechanisms. The
modified Walker model utilizes an exponential function for the kinetic equa-
tion relating the inelastic strain rate to the stress and the internal vari-
ables. This function is s)milar, but not identical, to that used in the
Bodner-P_rtom model. The form of the evolution equation for the isotropic
152
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hardeningvariable is also similarfor both models,wlth the exceptionthat
thermalrecoveryis not includedin the Walkermodel. The main differencesI,_
the two modelsare in the flow law and the tre,tmentof directionalhardening.
Comparisonof model calculationswith experimentaldata, however,revealsno
practicaldifferencein the abilityof both modelsto predictcyclicbehavior
of BIgOO+Hfsubjectedto unlaxlaland multlaxlalloadlngunder both propor-
tionaland nonproportlonalstrainpaths.
Theoretically,the Walker model,which is based on the equili-
brium stress,is expectedto be capableof modelingreversedcreep,reversed
stressrelaxation,and a phase anglebetweenthe inelasticstrainrate and the
deviatoricstressvectors. On the other hand, stressrelaxationand nonpro-
portionalmultiaxialcalculationsand test resultsindicatethat the lack of
these potentialcapabilitiesin the Bodner-Partomodel are not severe]labil-
ities. For example,the stressrelaxationresultsof the Bodner-Parto,,model
are in quite good agreementwith the experimentaldata for BIgOO+Hf even
thoughthe smallamountof reversedstressrelaxationobservedin the data is
not predicted. The practicalimportanceof the phase lag in non-proportlonal
loadingrequiresfurtherevaluation.
(2) Ran(jeof Applicability:
On the basisof this investigation,it appearsthat the range of _-
applicabilityof the Bodner-Partomand the Walkermodels is quite broad. It
is noted that the presentinvestigationis limitedto the relativelyslow to
moderatestrainraterange (I0"7 - 10.3 sec-I) and that extensionof the study
to high strainrateswould be of interest. For unlaxlalloading,both models
can be used for modeling: (I)monotonicstress-strainbehavior,(2) creep be-
havior,(3)cyclicstress-strainbehavior,(4) ctress-relaxationbehavior,and
153 i,
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(5) themomechanical constitutive behavior. For _Itlaxlal loading, both
theories are capable of modeling inelastic response under complex loading hls-
tories involving either proportional and/or nonprcportlonal loading paths.
Because of this wide range of applicability, both theorles demonstrate that
the unified concept is a viable approach for mo_ellng time-temperature depen-
dent inelastic deformation. The Walker model, hownvsr, suffers from the draw-
back that it requires considerable modifications .,,,.nthe theory is applied to
different structural alloys. This deficiency is evidenced by comoarlng the
version of the Walker model for Hastelloy-X [3] to that for the BlgOO+Hf usrd
in the present program.
(3) Material Data Requirement:
Both the Bodner-Partom and the Halker theories require only a
limited data base for "Jdel constant determination. All the Bodner-Partom
model constants, except aI, can be evaluated from uniaxial tensile data. Tile
multiaxial data of BIgOO+Hf indicate no additional cyclic hardening due to
nonproportlo,lalloading. Since alditional cyclic hardening resulting from
nonproportional loading has been observed in Hastelloy-X ) and other struc-
tural alloys [14,151, the nenproportional hardening effect _ therefore mate-
rial dependent and must be evaluated on an individual basis. Thus, it appears
that some nonpro_ortional multiaxial data would be required for evaluation of
certain material constants in any unified constitutive model, e.g. _I in the
Bodner-Partommodel which equals to zero in this case. Material constants in
the Walker model can be evaluated from uni_xial tensile, creep and cyclic
data, while some nonpreportional multiaxial data would also be required for
including the nonproportionalhardening effect.
I f
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_ The number of material constants tha_ needs to be evaluated from
• _ experimental data is roughly the same in the Bodner-Partom and Walker models.
A difference b_tween these two theories is that most of the materials con-
stants in the Bodner-Partom theory are temperature-independent,while most of
i
} those in the Walker theory are temperature-dependentfor DI900+Hf. In addi-
J
! tion, the Bodner-Partom model constant_ can be evaluated more readily and at-
_ tributed to specific mechanisms. The consequences are: (1) the procedures
_ for evaluating the Bodner-Partom model constants are simpler than for the
Walker model, and (2) the data requirement is also less for the Bodner-Partom
_ model.
_!!i (4) Model Accurac?:Despite the fact that only tensile data were used for evaluating
material constants, the Bodner-Partom model is as accurate, if not more accu-
rate, than the Walker theory. Both models performed equally we_l in the ten-
sile data correlation, with the difference that strain aging is included in
w
the Walker model but not in the Bodner-Partom model. In principle, a strain
aging term c n also be included in the latter model. This high level of ac-
curacy is expected because most of the material constants were determined
.
using the tensile data. The Bodner-Partom model appears to be more accurate "_.
than the Wclker model in correlating the steady state creep behavior of
BIgOO+Hf. Fur correlating cyclic response, both models predict the stress and
_i_ the plastic strain ranges equally well. The shape of the hysteresis loops and
_ _ the drift of the mean stress are better predicted by the Bodner-Partom model.
} A rigorous test of the two models appea_ to lie in .he TMF cycle. In all the
three TMF cycles examined, both models predict the shape, the stress range,
and the stress relaxat.on behavior associated with the TMF hysteresis loops
!
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quite well. Note that the Bodner-Partom model is quite effective in predict-
ing the stress relaxation behavior of B1900+Hf under both isothermal and TMF
conditions. The success of these models in predicting the TMF hysteresis
loops suggests that no additional terms need to be included in the unified
constitutive models specifically for the TMF histories. Only the static ther-
- mal recovery terms and the variation of material constants with temperature
were used in predicting the TMF response of B1900+HF. Further study of non-
isothermal behavior is included in future work.
_. Both models are able tn predict the first cycl_ mean stress of
C the stable hysteresis loops of B1900+Hf cycled under an imposed mean strain.
_;_" In the case of the Bodner-Partom model, the mean stress at the sixth cycle is
also predicted in most instances, but the model appears to have difficulties
. of maintaining a mean stress at small inelastic strain ranges. Under these
conditions, both models have difficulties in predictirg the drift of the small
mean stress over a large number of cycles (10-20 cycles).
Neither model is capable of predicting the hysteresis loops with
dwell under load-co_itrolledconditions. The discrepancies can be explained on
the basis that load-controlledtests are more sensitive to material variation.
Hardening of BI900+Hf generall_ saturates rather rapidly and the stress-strain
' curves level off after a Few tenths of one percent of strain SO that a slight
variation in the material properties would cause a large differer°cein th_
plastic strain under load-controlled conditions. As a result, the unified
models have difficulties in predicting creep strain as function of time in
both the primary and steady-state creep regimes, even though the steady-state
I creep rate, which is the slope of the creep strain vs. time curve, is p,'e-
dicted fairly accurately.
, !
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The viscoplastic model analysis did not yield an adequate pre-
diction of the benchmark notch behavior of B1900+Hf. Material variability is
certainly one aspect of discrepancies which need to be considered. Model ac-
curacy may also be a factor. It appears there is a need to perform the same
benchmark notch calculations using the Bodner-Partom model in order to have a
one-to-one comparison and to examine wnether better correlations could be ob-
tained.
(5) Integrabllity:
The TMF calculations indicate that the Bodner-Partom model re-
quired approximately 3 times as much as computer time as the Walker model for
performing the same calculations. The stiffness of the Bodner-Partom model is
generally attributed to the exponential kinetic equation. Since the modified
Walker model also uses a similar though not identical, exponential equation,,
it is not clear why the Bodner-Partom calculations require more CPU time. In
addition, the Walker model contains more internal variables and evolution i
equations. The issue of the integrability of the unified models needs to be
studied in more detail.
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10.0 SUMMARYAND CONCLUSIONS
I0.1 Summar_
During the base program, the following tasks were accomplished and re-
sults obtained:
o A literature review of existing unified constitutive
models for time and temperature dependent inelastic be-
havior of high temperature alloys was completed. All
models contain three essential components - a flow law;
a kinetic relationship between stress, inelastic strain
rate, internal variables, and temperature; and evolu-
tion equations for the hardening variables. Ten dif-
ferent models were compared relative to these compon-
ents.
o A review of numerical integration procedures applicable
to these "stiff" equations was completed.
o The particular models of Bodner and Partom and of
Walker were selected for detailed study and implementa-
tio_ in a finite element code.
o The alloy selected for testing under tL ase program
was cast BIgOO+Hf. Specimens were fabricated at PWA
from a single heat of this material, which included
tensile, creep, cyclic, TMF, biaxial, and benchmark
notch round specimens.
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!_i o Mechanical tests including tensile, creep, cyclic,
2
stress relaxation, TMF and biaxial tests were conducted
to generate uniaxial and multiaxial data for correla-
tion and verification of the unified constitutive
models developed in this program.
o A systematic approach was developed for evaluating
• material constants for the Bodner-Partom and for the
Walker models.
o Both the Bodner-Partom and the Walker models were used
to correlate the uniaxial and multiaxial behavior of
B1900+Hf. Correlations include tensile, creep, cyclic,
stress relaxation, TMF, and biaxial deformation under
simple and/or complex histories. Predictions of the
two models are generally in good agreement with experi-
mental data.
o Benchmark notch round data were generated and corre-
lated with the Walker model. Agreement between theory
4 and experiment is less than desirable. Material pro-
perty variation may be a factor in influencing the
agreement between theory and experiment.
a Both models were implemented in the MARC finite element
computer code. The in-phase TMF cycle was calculated
using both the Bodner-Partom Gnd the Walker models by
means of an Euler integration scheme. The former model
was found to be numerically less efficient than the
latter model in this exercise.
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o A hot section component is being analyzed using the
Walker model in conjunction with the MARC finite-
element computer code. The component being analyzed is
the airfoil section of a typical cooled turbine blade.
A separate report will be issued describing this anal-
ysis.
" [0.2 Conclusions
The results of this program provide strong evidence for the applica- I
bility of the unified constitutive equation approach to describe the strongly
nonlinear, time and temperature dependent response of metals to arbitrary load
_ or deformation histories. We believe that the current effort, perhaps the
=_i most comprehensive verification of plasticity models to date, has demonstrated
9'-,
positively the essential feature of the "unified" model, i.e., that all as-
pects of inelastic deformation can be incorporated in a single term. This
term is based upon a tensorial relation (flow law) between the deviatoric com-
ponents of inelastic strain-rate and stress, a scalar kinetic relation ex-
pressing the dependence of deformation rate on stress, internal variables and
temperature and a set of evolution equations describing both isotropic and
directional strain or work hardening. As a minimum, the two models studied "4
were correlative in that they demonstrated reasonable agreement with all the
I
experimental data generated over a very wide range of temperature, deformation
rate and load cycle. This was accomplished with a fixed model and fixed set
of material constants. In a broader sense, the models were predictive in that
: the functional representationsand the mater_al constants were obtained from a
If
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small subset of the total tests performed. Even better overall correlation
:i
could have been _chieved if a11 the data were used to optimize the functions
and constantc in each model. Some more detailed conclusions follow.
A major criticism of the unified models has been the apparent (and
often real) difficulty in defining and experimentally determining the multiple
material constants employed in the models. We believe we have made signiFi-
l
cant progress in this regard. The different terms in the constitutive equa-
t tions are very interactive so that it is essential to have a physical insight
into the meaning of each function and its associated constants. Procedures
presented in this report delineate a deterministic method for determining the
constitutive constants in a sequential manner From a relatively small material
i
test data base. In the Bodner-Partom model, which is Functionally less com-
plex and has fewer material constants than the Walker model, it was possible
to identify all the constants foF B1900+Hf From a set of monotonic tensile
stress-strain curves. Future work will determine if this procedure is more
generally applicable and if it is possible to automate the constant determina-
tion procedure for a given model.
The additional complexity of the Walker model (and other Functionally
similar models) resides primarily in the inclusion of the "back stress" or "_
more appropriately designated "equilibrium stress" tensor in the flow law.
This is a controversial area. The Bodner-Partom formulation, which does not
employ the equilibrium stress formulation, has been shown in this study to be
equally satisfactory (in some cases better) than the equilibrium stress form
employed in the Walker model• This parity is achieved with Fewer material
L
J constants However, more analysis of the data and study is needed of the vec-I •
I torial relationship between the incremental _trains (or strain rate) and the
I
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deviatoric stress. These relationships will be more sensitive to the detailed
_ flow law than are the magnitudes oF the independent variables. The biaxial
I
data for BIgOO+Hf also show some indication of departure from the J2 based
i low criterion assumed in both models. A more complex J2, J3 criterion would
additionally affect the directional aspects of incremental strains with re-
I
spect to the applied stress state.
The question as to whether the time integral of plastic strain rate or
of plastic work rate or of some other deformation related parameter is the ap-
propriate measure of current state (hardening) is left open. It may well be a
material dependent parameter. However, the choice does result in some spe-
cific differences in predicted response such as in cross hardening and de-
Formation history dependence. _
The current results indicate that properties determined From isother-
mal tests yield quite accurate results fer non-isothermal strain cycling
tests, even when the temperature cyclic range _ncludes thermal recovery pro-
cesses. This result, if general would reduce the material testing require-
ments to isothermal only. The need for biaxial testing at this point appears
to be material dependent, some alloys showing significant additionai hardening
under non-proportional biaxial load cycling whiie BIgOO+Hf demonstrated equi-
valent hardening under proportional and non-proportional cycling under the
conditions tested. Additional work is needed to determine whether a general-
ized model can be developed based upon uniaxial test data only. Biaxial test-
ing significantly increases the data generation complexity and cost and,
| therefore, is not routinely available. Fortunately, the non-proportional bi-
f
axial effects _r_ small in most practical applications so that the uniaxial
data prevides a close approximation.
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While the correlative and predictive capacity of the unified models
has been demonstrated, their practical application will depend on their adapt-
ability in efficient computational algorithms when incorporated into finite
element or other numerical methods for structural analysis. Preliminary use
with the MARC finite element code indicates that some improvement is desirable
in the numerical integration procedures used with these stiff, nonlinear equa-
_ tions. The computation time for an equivalent problem is approximately the
same order of magnitude as when using classical, time-independent plasticity
formulations.
.z
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The main differencein the variousunified theoriesis th_ treatment
of directionalor kinematichardening[I]. Differencesexist not only in _he
choice of the flow law but also iK the evolutionequationsof the internal
variables. Two flow lawswhich are commonlyused in the unifiedmodels are:
.P
cij = _I Sij (I)
"- and "P
_lJ : x2 (Sij P'ij) (2)
•P I i
with _kk = O; Sij = oij - 7- alj °kk
where xI and k2 are deformation-history-dependentparameters. Sij and oij are
the deviatoricand direct stresse_,respectively. The tensor Rij reFret;ents
the "equilibriumstress,"the directionalhardeninginternalvariablewhich
has alsobeen referredto as the "backstress"and the "rest stress."
For uniaxialstress,the flow law representedby equation (I) can be
rearrangedas:
o : fl ((P'T) (K + D) (3)
I
where K and D are the i_otropicand dlIectionalnardenlnginternalvariables,
( respectivelyfor this form of the flow law. The historydependentparameter,
I
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_i f1' is a function of inelastic strain rate and _emperature. In a similar
mtnner, the equilibrium-stress-based flow law, Equation (2), can be expressed
o = f2 (_P' T) K + _ (4)
• or o K-i'= f2 _,_P' T) (5) '
_" where f2 is also a function of inelastic strain rate a._dtemperature and is
generally different from f1" An interesting observation of Equation (3) is
that stress and i_,ternalvariables can be scaled using the function 'I" On
the other hand, Equation (4) indicates that stress cannot generally be scaled
using the function f2; instead, it is the ratio of the [(o-Q)/KI which is
scaled by f2" Thus, the manner in which the direction hardening variable is
incorporated in the flow law appears to have significant ramification_ on con-
stitutive behavior. The effects are expected to be more complex at elevated
temperature because of concurrent hardening and thermal recovery.
The objective of this appendix is to present a comparisnn of the dif-
ferent approaches for modeling directional h_rdening including thermal recov-
ery effects. In addition to the flow law, the choice of the h_rdenlng measure
will also be examined; the plastic work rate wlll be used in conjunction with
Equation (3), whereas the plastic strain rate will be used with the equili-
brium stress approach, Equation (4). A procedure for delineating Isotropic
and directional hardening From unlaxial data will be given.
_J
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(A) Low and Intermediate Tmperature Behavior without Thermal Recovery
The evolution equations for the Isotroplc and the directional harder-
Ing internal variables without thermal recovery are generally written in a
I
saturation-typeformat, which can be viewed as a c^_hlnaLlon of a linear hard-
l
enlng and a "dynamic recove;'y"term:
m
i
K = mI (K1 - _)M (6)
• •
= m_ (QI " Q)M , or, alternatively, (7)
I D : m2(DI - D)M
where mI and m2 are material constants. KI and oI (or DI) are the limiting i
values for the isotropic and the directional internal _ar4ables, respectively.
The hardening measure, M, can be either the i_asc_c strain ,ate or the in-
elastic work rate. The dot above the internal variables denotes the rate of
charge with time.
The approach _aken in Equation (J) using the plastic work rate as the
hardening measure is first considered. A particular unifie_ model which util-
izes this approach is the Bodner-Partom theory [2]. In the absence of thermal
recovery and on the physical bas_s that D saturates much _ore rapidly than K
for most materials, i.e., m2 > m I, the following apprnximation_ to Equation
(3) can be made in the region of small plastic strains,
168 -,
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K = (o/fl) - D = (a/fl) - DI (8)
and, D : (o/fl) - K = (o/f.)_- Ko (2)
where Ko is the initial value of K. Substituting these approximatimls in the
general expression for y = do/dWp obtained from the evolut_on equations and
Equation (3), namely,
y = flJml(KI-K) + m2 (D1 - D)] (10)
leads to
f ,ip
Y = fl _mlt_l + D1) + m2 (Ko + D1)I - (ml + m2) _ (11)
This indicates that a plot of y against o should be linear with a slope of
4
mI + m2 in th_ range of small plastic strains.
A the larger strains, D fully saturatr_ to the limiting value DI so
tl,t setting D = DI and again using Equation (d) for K gives
y : flml(K1 + DI) - mla (12) _.
which is a linear relation with slop m!. These relations indicate that the
y-o function should be essentiaiIv ,inear at both the low and high plastic
strain regimes.
For mQdels based on the equilibrium stress approach and the plastic
strain rate as the hardening measure, the general expression for e = dc/dcp
obtained from the evGlutior equations and E_uation (4) is:
, 169
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e = f2 ml(K1 - K ) + m2(oI - Q) (13)
Using Equation(_),K and o at smallplasticstrainscan be approximatedas:
K = (o - o)/f2 = (o - R1)If2 (14)
|
o = o - f2K = o - f2Ko (15)
Substitutingthese approximationsinto Equation(13)leadsto
e = mI (f2 K1 + _i) + m2 (f2 Ko + °1) - (ml+ m2) o (16)
I Assumingo saturatesto 01 at large plasticstrains,setting_ = 01 and sub-f
} stitutingEquatioi_(14)for K into Equation(13) leadsto
_.
!
,I
J
J_ 0 = ml(f2 KI + al) - mlo (17)
Equations(16) and (17) indicatethat the 0-_ c'_rveshould be linearwith a _
!
slope of mI + m2 at low plasticstrains_nd with slope mI at high plastic
strain.
(B) High TemperatureBehaviorwith ThermalRecovery
;I The effectof staticthermalrecoverycan be includedby incorporating
thermalrecoveryterms in the evaluationequationsof the internalvariables.
The Orowan-Baileyhardening/recoveryformatis generallyused [i];
I
"_ -2 - "C'_'.;".
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. . [ K - K2 ]rlK = mI (KI - K) M - AI KI KI (18)
' D = m2 (DI - D) M - A2 K1 (19) '
where K2 is the fully recoveredvalue of K at a particulartemperatureT, and
K2 can generally be taken to be Ko, the initial value of K.
The general expressionfor y includingthermal r_coverycan be ob-
I
tained by differentiatingEquation (3) with respect to Wp and substituting !
for K and D , from Equations(18)and (19),giving .;
l-rI l-r2 ,
AIK1 r 1 A2K1 r2Y = fl[ml (K1-K)* m2(D1-D) (K-Ko) .p IDI (20) _;o;p
For small plasticstrains,the approximationEauations(8) and (9) are substi- i
tuted into _quat on (20) and approximatingD1 = D = (O-Oo)/fI in the recovery }
term,leads to
i-r 2 ' i
A2(flKI) r2
y = fl[ml (KI + DI) + m2(Ko+Dl)] -(m1+ml)o- a_p (O-Oo) (21) _
with oo : flKo (T) (22)
AssumingA = AI = A2 and r = rI = r2 the rate of work hardeningincluding
thermalrecoverybecomes:
Y = fl [ml (KI + Di) + m2 (Ko + DI)J - (ml + mz)
A (fl Kl)1-r r
(o-%) (23)
a_p
%
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Usirg a similarprocedure,the rate of strain hardeningfor the equilibrium-
stress-basedmodelsusing the plasticstrainrate measurecan be derived:
_ e = m1(f2K1+ nl) + m2 (f2 Ko + nl) - (nll+m2) o -
A (f2 K1)l-r )r(o- o (24)
_p o
It is noted that when A is zero, Equations(23)and (24)reduce to Equations
(11)and (16),respectively.This occurswhen staticthermal recoveryis un-
important. Furthermore,Equations(23) and (24) indicatethat the slopesof
the linear portions of eitherthe y-o or the e-a curves are drastically
changedwhen thermalrecoveryis prominent.Thus, it is possibleto identify
the temperatureregime at which static thermal recovery is important by
comparingthe y-o or 0-o data over a temperaturerange.
An examinatior_f Equations(11), (16), (23), and (24) also reveals
that the hardeningcxprE..'_'onSderived for the modelingapproacheswith or
without the equilibriumstressconceptare of similarforms. In both cases,
the nar,_eningrates,y and e,decreasewith increasingstress linearlyat the
smalland largeplasticregimeswhen thermalrecoveryis not importantand the
slopes of these curves are influencedby thermal recovery. Significant
resultsfrom the theoreticalanalysisa,e the observations:(1) the scaling
f
of o and (K+D) by the functionfl in the approachwithout the equilibrium
ii stress and the scalingof (a-n)/Kby anotherfunctionf2 in the equilibrium
172 ',,
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stress approach; (2) scaling of the y-_ or B-o curves by strain rate and tem-
perature through their influence on fl and f2' and (3) the possibility of de-
lineating the isotropic and directional hardening components from uniaxial
hardening data on the basis of the linear portions of thu y-o or e-o. It
should, however, be noted that despite many similarities, the two hard=r,ing
approaches are different and their respective appli.abi_ity should be examined
with _espect to the experimental data. Comparison of the y-o and e-o curves
_- indicates that the former formulation is more appropriate for B1900+Hf, as ;
=I demonstrated in Figure 4.7.
!
' i
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